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Carter squeaks past Ford
Propositions fail;
Senate race close
California’s two most controversial ballot measures appeared
headed for certain defeat early this
morning, with both being voted
down by large margins.
Meanwhile, incumbent
Democratic Senator John Tunney
and Republican challenger S.I.
("Sam") Hayakawa, were locked
into a seesaw battle that threatened
to continue to daybreak.
Proposition 14, the agricultural
labor relations initiative, was losing
65 per cent to 35 per cent with about
30 per cent of the vote counted.
The greyhound dog racing initiative, Proposition 13, was also losing
by a substantial margin, with 75 per
cent rejecting it with about 30 per

In one of the closest races since
the Dewey -Truman Presidential
election of 1948, Jimmy Carter was
projected the winner over President
Gerald Ford early this morning by
the three major television networks
with about 80 per cent of the nation’s
votes tabulated.

cent of the ballots counted.
The U.S. Senate contest between
Tunney and former San Francisco
State President Hayakawa was running neck and neck throughout the
night.
While Hayakawa had an
lead, Tunney moved ahead
scant 2,000 votes later in the
with just over 2 million of the
counted.

early
by a
night
votes

Tunney claimed 49 per cent support against 48 per cent for Hayakawa with 30 per cent of the ballots
tabulated.
Television networks were unwilling to make a prediction at press
time.

Incumbent sweep
seen in local races
In local Congressional races,
incumbents had the upper hand last
night.
In the 12th Congressional
District, Republican incumbent
Paul ("Pete") McCloskey was
defeating Democratic challenger
David Harris surprisingly easily, by
a more than 2 to 1 margin. Late last
night, McCloskey had 36,528 votes to
14,701 for Harris.
Don Edwards, the Democratic
incumbent in the 10th Congressional
District was handily leading his
Republican challenger Herb Smith
with 19,800 votes to 7,093 for Smith.
In the 13th Congressional
District, !nrmer San Jose mayor
Norman Mineta appeared headed
for another term in Washington.
Late figures gave Democrat Mineta
13,108 votes to 6,917 for his challenger, Republican Ernest Konnyu.
In local races for State Senate
and Assembly seats, incumbents
were ahead in most races, but
returns were too sparse to call most
of the races.
One exception was the llth Senatorial District, where incumbent
Democrat Alfred Alquist won reelection over Republican Lawrence
Turpen. Alquist led Turpen 15,294
votes to 6,054. Turpen conceded

defeat shortly after midnight.
In the 21st Assembly District, incumbent Democrat Victor Calvo led
Republican Sanford F. Sommer with
4,735 votes to Sommer’s 4,071.
In the 23rd Assembly District,
Democratic incumbent John Vasconcellos led challenger Bill Gissler,
3,427 to 2,127.
Assemblywoman Leona Egeland
appeared to be headed back to
Sacramento to assume her 24th
Assembly District seat. The Democrat from San Josc was leading her
Republican opponent Claude Fletcher with 11,224 votes to 7,291 for
Fletcher.
A possible upset loomed in the
race for Seat 4 on the San Jose City
Council, the only seat being contested this election. Bart Collins had
been expected to defeat opponent
David Runyon, but with 20 per cent
of the city vote tabulated, Runyon
had 18,844 votes to 15,274 for Collins,
a margin of 55 per cent to 45 per
cent.
Measure M, the proposed threecent property tax increase to
provide for youth recreation
facilities appeared headed for defeat
early this morning. With 20 per cent
of the vote counted, the vote was
9,322 for and 18,286 against.

With voters going to the polls in
greater numbers than were expected, Carter swept the South and
won key northern industrial states
Pennsylvania, New York, Massathat
chusetts and Maryland
awarded him the electoral college
victory shortly after midnight.
The former Georgia governor
survived strong challenges in New
York, Pennsylvania and Texas by
the President, however, he held his
early lead to become the 39th President of the United States.
Throughout the evening the
popular vote ran 51 per cent for
Carter and 48 per cent in favor of
Ford. Independent candidate
Eugene McCarthy garnered one per
cent of the vote.
McCarthy’s independent challenge failed to draw enough votes
away from Carter.
As of late last night, major television networks had predicted electoral totals for Carter between 257
and 267 votes. 270 were needed to win
the nomination.
Ford, behind in electoral votes all
evening, was assured 160 electors at
the same time.
Early returns in California indicated that President Ford might win
the state, however, Carter later
closed the gap and clung to a narrow
lead.
The golden state was still too
close to call by press time.
According to various network
precinct polls, Carter succeeded in
capturing the traditional ethnic
Democrat vote with Irish, Italian,
and Polish voters preferring him by
substantial margins.
Another poll showed Carter getting heavy support from lower and
middle income voters while losing

among upper income voters.
Carter also appeared to receive
an overwhelming majority of the
country’s black vote.
According to NBC. Ford failed to

Bruce Overoye, Santa Clara
County swine flu coordinator, said
yesterday it was SJSU’s responsibility to set up a clinic on campus,
as originally was planned.
"I knew students wouldn’t walk a
mile to the hospital," he said.
In September, campus health
officials announced a swine flu clinic
would be set up in the Health Center
if negotiations could be completed.
They subsequently decided to
abandon the campus clinic and instead work with nearby San Jose
Hospital at 675 E. Santa Clara St.
At that time, Dr. Thomas Gray,

SJSU Health Center director, said
contract negotiations with state and
county officials took too long and
therefore campus personnel could
not be organized in time to run the
program.
Overoye said it was SJSU’s
responsibility to set up a clinic on
campus and was disappointed with
their failure to organize one.
He said SJSU played a "silly
game" by saying flu shot gun
operators could not be trained in
time. "We had trained 12 nurses who
were quite competent" to come in
from the county and run the clinic,
he added.
Last week 3,675 persons passed
through San Jose Hospital to receive
their shots. Although exact figures
were nut available, Overoye said
2,000 of them were students and
faculty.

Bike shop’s alleged poor workmanship
results in A.S. committee investigation
By Burt Dekker
Several weeks ago student Chris
Poole brought his 10-speed Lambert
bicycle to the A.S. bike shop for
regular maintenance. Today the
bike sits in his garage, suffering
from loose brakes, sprockets and
peddles which Poole said did not
exist ’.efore the work was done.
Poole went before the A.S.
Council last week to voice his complaint that the shop does poor work
and to find some way of having the
bike put back in order with the
original maintenance completed.
Council, which runs the shop,
formed a committee to look into the
problem.
"All I wanted was to have the
bearings repacked with grease and
new cables and brake shoes put on,"
he said.
With the new pump he purchased,

the cost was just over 827.
He said when he got the bike back
he noticed something was rolling
around inside the frame. It was one
of the bearings that were to have
been repacked. The brake cables
were not tightened either.
Bike returned
The bike was returned to have the
bearings fixed but when he got it
back Poole noticed the other
problems.
He said when he brought the bike
in, the person working there, Bill
Sampson, told him the bike was a
piece of junk, pointing out the poor
quality of parts.
The bike cost Poole $160 four
years ago and he claims to have
spent $100 on more durable, better
quality parts.
"There were 2 lot of things wrong
when he brought it in. It’s a Lam-

gather enough independent voters to
swing key states. The television poll
gave the President only 51 per cent
of this group when about four out of
five were needed to give Ford a

fighting chance.
Ford is the first incumbent President to be turned out of office since
Herbert Hoover’s defeat to Franklin
Roosevelt in 1932.

County health official blames SJSU for
low inoculation turnout at flu clinic
By Sheryl Siminoff
Only 2,000 students and faculty
took the time last week to receive
their free swine flu shot at San Jose
Hospital and a county health official
is blaming SJSU for the low turnout.

Chris Poole holds up the bike he claims the A. S. bike shop dicing repair.

AP Photo

President-elect Jimmy Carter kisses wife Rosalyn at San Francisco’s Palace of Fine Arts.

bert," Sampson said.
"I’m not fond of working on Lamberts," he said. "They’re made with
shoddy workmanship."
Sampson said the main problem
seems to be that he pointed out all
the things he felt are wrong with the
bike.
Bearing fixed
He said after the loose bearing
was fixed he heard no more from
Poole.
"He has made no attempt at recourse," Sampson said. We try to
make good with every customer."

made. He said the main problem lies
in the unique parts.
Bearings sealed
He said some models of the Lambert have sealed bearings and when
they wear out they are very difficult
to replace.
He also said that most of the
Lambert sprockets have pressed
bearings and when they wear out the
sprocket has to be rethreaded.
One of Poole’s complaints was
that the derailer does not work right.
Teller noted Lambert rear derailers
never function very well,

The A.S. shop is supposed to be an
alternative to the shops that "rip
people off" according to Sampson,
so they try to please everyone.
Michael Teller, an employe at
Fa hers Bike Shop on S. First St.,
agreed the Lamberts are poorly

Some of the parts are unique and
made only by Lambert, he said.
Lambert went out of business more
than a year ago and a company in
Minnesota bought several thousand
of the bikes and are now selling the
parts.

Last week Dean of Faculty
Robert Sasseen released a memo
stating that the 2,700 staff, faculty
and administrators would be paid to
take an hour off to receive the shot.
As of yesterday afternoon, it was not
known how many employes took
advantage of the offer.
"The swine flu program has been
buried in apathy, fear and bad
publicity," Overoye said.
He guaranteed there will be
deaths if the flu hits SJSU this
winter. It is essential, he said, that
students realize the disease is a
killer.

"We expected a larger turnout,"
said Dick Peryam, San Jose
Hospital public relations director.
"People weren’t exactly coming in
groves."
Overoye said the swine flu clinic
has since been discontinued at San
Jose Hospital. "There just wasn’t
enough support to justify keeping
the operation at the hospital," he
said.
At the nine county clinics still
operating, the program has been
abbreviated to weekends only.

Proposed parking ban
deferred by San Jose
The San Jose City Council
yesterday deferred action indefinitely on a proposed parking ban
along portions of 12th and 13th
streets.
Voting 6-1, with Councilman Joe
Colla dissenting, the council decided
to give the San Jose Parking Advisory Committee more time to
study the parking problem in the
campus community.

Also, Hormel said the committee
does not recommend any parking
restriction in the campus area
The parking study, conducted by
the city transportation division,
calls for studying a shuttle bus
system originating at the south
campus, parking garage
modifications and alternative
means of transportation.

Art Hormel, chairman of the
committee, asked for an extension in
order to refine the SJSU parking
study.

Last month, the committee told
community and university representatives that the parking ban
along 12th and 13th streets would not
be included in its recommendations

The committee accepted the
concept of the study but needed
more time to "get the problem
solved," he said.

The parking ban, which was
suggested in the SJSU parking
study, would have prohibited
parking along 12th and 13th streets,

Weather

between San Antonio and San
Salvador streets, during school
hours.

Fair through Thursday with little
temperature change. Night lows in
the mid -40s, highs in the upper-70s.
Winds will be light.
- SJSU Mamedopy Deporwront

The parking ban proposal was
made by the Naglee Park Homeowner’s Association because of the
congestion caused by the cars
during school hours.
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Editorial
Elected A.S. reps bail out,
fail in their duties, promises
Remember last spring, when all of those candidates
for student government were campaigning, begging
for our votes’
Remember how they told us how much they wanted
to serve us, if only we would elect them?
Some of those concerned candidates actually did get
elected and vowed to do herculean tasks to fulfill their
campaign promises.
And silly us, we believed them.
Only now, barely two months into the school year,
the Associated Students of SJSU is beginning to look
like just so many empty chairs.
Our elected student leaders seem to be bailing out
daily, leaving A.S. President James Ferguson and
others not only holding the bag, but leaving him
without enough hands to hold it with.
Three A.S. Council members have already
departed. Margaret Sepeda left before school even
began to take a housing job in Bakersfield. The school
year barely got started when Magdi Orfali quit his
position because of a time qpnflict.
A third member, Tony Fulk, was removed from the
forgot to
council for his absentmindedness he
register for classes. Since he wasn’t a student, it was
obvious he couldn’t be a student representative.
Last week, another councilman was found to be
ignoring his duties. Mahammad Taher has missed five
of the council’s seven meetings thus far, and still has a
time conflict so that he can attend only every other
meeting.
Council rules state a member must be brought
before the council for recall by the chairman, A.S. Vice
President Jeff Brown, if three consecutive meetings
are missed.
Judging from his past record, Taher did not deserve
to be spared a recall, but AS. Adviser Louie Barozzi

urged Brown not to initiate proceedings. Later, Barozzi
admitted he made a mistake.
The executive branch of A.S. has not been spared
from the walkout. either. Attorney General Perry
Litchfield resigned Sept. 30, citing personal reasons.
Monday, a second officer, A.S. Treasurer Pamela
Wade, also decided to quit, admitting to a lack of interest and enthusiasm. Wade decided she would rather
spend more time with her studies, which she called a
"more meaningful cause."
So, as these representatives we elected continue to
depart, the memories of their campaigns begin to fade.
However, they do not fade until they appear to be what
they really were ill -planned at best, phony at worst.
It is not so much that these people have abandoned
their responsibilities, but they came before the student
body as people interested in assuming those responsibilities.

Colliers

They told us they wanted the job and, after we
accepted their sincerity, they have disowned us.
With Jonathon Fil already named to replace Litchfield, the treasurer’s position and three council seats
still remain vacant.
By all rights, there should be four council vacancies. Taher should be removed from the council if he
cannot fulfill his duties.
A half-time representative should be replaced if a
full-time representative can be found. A recall effort
should be initiated by Brown immediately.
Taher and the others should know that, when one
decides to become involved in student government, an
obligation is accepted to perform a public service.
That obligation should not be cheapened. It should
be accepted by those who also aspire to the prestige
and the power that also accompanies A.S. office.
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Opinion

Letters
Prof dislikes
student input
Editor:
The Oct. 26 Spartan Daily says
that I favor students serving on
faculty personnel committees.
That is something of an oversimplification. I thought I made it clear
that I was opposed to any more
student participation in the RTP
process than that now provided for.
I then added, in the subjunctive,
that if students were to serve on
these committees, they should do so
as voting members.
But that does not alter my opinion
that it would be better if they were
not there at all.
Theodore M. Norton
Political Science professor

A.S. Council
procedure hit
Editor:
At the Oct. 27 meeting of the A.S.
Council, the new attorney general
was briefly questioned about his
qualifications and confirmed as the
best choice availatile to the students
at SJSU.
When this action was completed,
I withdrew from the meeting.
At that point, certain members of
the council began to re-question the
propriety of the ad hoc committee
selection process in deciding that I
was not qualified to assume the
position.
Responding to a question from
council, Perry Litchfield replied
with commentary about me that was
described as so defamatory that he
was interrupted by A.S. President
James Ferguson. It was decided
that the matter be dealt with in
"executive session" where the
press and public could be excluded.
Not aware that the council was
discussing information that was
detrimental to my reputation, I
returned to the meeting and was toia
I could not enter the room by the
A.S. Information Officer, Steve
Wright.
I was told that council was once
again going over the reasons for my
rejection by the ad hoc group.
As the A.S. Council had already
voted to confirm the new attorney

general, Wright could not explain
why the council would feel it important enough to go into an
executive session on a moot
question.
The fact that the A.S. Council
decided to go into an inquiry about
my actions on this campus without allowing me the opportunity to
confront statements made against
me is
similar to the process
students must contend with when
they seek the assistance of the SJSU
Academic Fairness Committee.
Such action is repulsive to me as
a human being, and is completely
out of step with the American Constitution.
But then, we are talking about an
institution called San Jose State University, and not the United States of
America.
It shocks me none the less, as I
only spend a small amount of my
time within the confines of SJSU.
When I asked the ad hoc committee if the recent libelous stories
about me would have a bearing in
their choice of attorney general, I
was assured by every member that
they would not weigh the extremely
adverse comments made about me,
and when I offered to inform them of
my position in the matter, they
refused to hear it repeating their
earlier statement to me.
It was at the council meeting that
I realized that my past actions were
considered even though I was not
asked about them.
It is most difficult to confront
deception.
The "kangaroo court" methods
of the A.S. Council, and the ad hoc
attorney general selection committee may very well wipe away the
respect and honor deserving of their
elected offices.
Hopefully, they will overcome
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For-sights

’Movie on ’72 Olympics shows
need for sports without politics

this serious indiscretion and allow
an accused person to refute any misinformation and/or fabrications
against them in the future.
Of course, this will necessitate a
search for truth not rumor and
it seems that A.S. government is not
quite up to that just yet.
It has been said that people get
the kind of government they
deserve.
Students at SJSU had better
come to a quick realization of this bit
of reality, and begin speaking out
against the un-American behavior I
have described, otherwise it will
slither beyond the campus and
spread its infectious sores on the
country through the products of the
medieval political and justice
systems sponsored at this institution.
Robert E. Crawford-Drobot
Administration of Justice senior

Night students
being ignored
Editor:
I am concerned with the attitude
many of the departments have
regarding this university’s working
night students, especially the School
of Business.
If many of the influential department members would get their noses
out of the air, stop basking in what
they believe to be the glory of their
Ph.D.s and approach this problem
on a more personalized down to
earth manner, both the working
night student and the university
would greatly benefit.
James Rhodes
History graduate

By Steve Forsythe
Next Sunday night at 9, a movie
that will re-create one of the saddest
moments in this decade will be
shown on KGO-TV, Channel 7.
The movie is entitled "21 Hours
at Munich." It is the story of the
Arab-Israeli violence which occurred at the 1972 Summer Olympics.
The Olympics were held in
Munich, Germany that summer, and
there was great anticipation
throughout the world of a successful
three weeks of athletic competition.
The United States was ready to
enter the arena after the country’s
1968 Olympic performance was
marred by political demonstrations
by both American athletes and the
citizens of Mexico City.
Meanwhile, the Germans had
dubbed this event as the "Serene
Games." They were determined to
make 1972 successful after the
debacle which had occurred the last
time Germany hosted the Olympics
1936, under the supervision of a
German leader named Adolph
Hitler.
The Games started well enough.
Competition was keen, but the
athletic brotherhood between the
participants was high.
But on a warm July morning, just
days after the Olympics had begun,
a group of Arab terrorists entered
the village where the Israeli athletes
were staying.
In the near full day that followed,
the ugly realization that politics was
a part of the Olympics became more

apparent than any biased judging or
covert cheating could ever have
shown.
This movie realistically gives a
full account of the violence, heroism
and saddness that touched the lives
of everyone following the Games.
Those who act in the movie are
not as important at this time as the
story they tell.
Steve Forsythe is the Assistant
Opinion Page Editor of the Spartan
Daily.
Disguised as athletes, the group
of Arab terrorists scaled a fence
outside the Israeli compound.
Reportedly, a security guard saw
them, but passed it off as a bunch of
athletes who had enjoyed Munich’s
nightlife and were sneaking in to
avoid their coaches.
As the Israelis slept, the Arabs
broke into their rooms, took them
hostage, and began the long siege
that would be broadcast live
throughout the world before a
stunned audience.
There were many decisions to be
made during the long drama. Many
were made correctly, yet many that
should have been made never were.
Probably the one person with the
most pressure on his shoulders was
the Munich police chief, who is
portrayed in the movie by William
Holden. It was his responsibility
either to free the athletes, or to
convince the proper authorities to let
the Arab terrorists in German jails
go free in exchange for the athletes.
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Many tactics were thought of.
Some were even in readiness, but
were never given the go Sign. The
two parties were at a stalemate
the Arabs held tight to their
demands and the Germans refused
to give in.
The account of the events, from
the break-in to the Arab-German
negotiations, is both realistic and
accurate.
The time following, when the
athletes and terrorists were put in
buses to go to the airport and the
showdown there, is graphic, violent,
and, sadly, accurate.
When negotiations had finally
broken down, the Germans agreed
to let the Arabs go to the airport and
board a plane to take them out of the
country. The Arabs in prison would
be released in exchange for the
Israeli athletes.
But the German authorities
never had any intention of letting the
Arabs and the athletes out of the
country. A trap was set to ambush
the group and free the Israelis.
The night scene at the German
airport is one which never will nor
never should be forgotten.
The movie handles this horrible
incident with both the right amount
of violence, yet the sensitiveness to
convey the message of the film to the
viewers.
The Olympics were meant to be a
way of having the nations of the
world compete in a friendly, open
environment. They never were
meant to be political.
While the 1976 Olympics were .
successful, the tragedy which occurred in 1972 will always leave a ’
dark cloud over all the Olympics to
come.
Watch this movie Sunday night,
and pray that the message is accepted.
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Faculty disagrees on suggested charges

’Sexist language’ draws mixed reactions
public duty."
Earlier this semester,
the Academic Senate sent
to all SJSU departments a
statement from the
American Psychological
Association entitled
"Guidelines for Nonsexist
Use of Language."
The pamphlet charged
that psychology textbooks
showed a masculine
language bias and therefore affected women’s
attitudes adversely. At
least three other pamphlets
have been published in the
past two years dealing with
sexism in educational
materials.
Faculty opinion on the
question of changes in textbook language to reflect a
nonsexist attitude ranges
from "very healthy" to
"pretty awkward" to "it

By Dean Cheatham
The term "chairman"
may soon take a permanent back seat to "chairperson" if advocates of
gender equality in
language get their way.
In this issue, there
really are only two ways to
say anything -the
traditional way and the
nonsexist way.
The traditionalist would
give a textbook example
this way: "He became
chairman of the committee
because his father
provided him with a strong
sense of public duty."
The nonsexist writer
would phrase the example
like this: "They became
chairpersons of the committees because their
parents provided them
with a strong sense of

doesn’t make any difference."
Biased textbooks
Textbooks are a
primary means of communication in education,
disseminating the ideas
and attitudes of the culture.
Many of the older textbooks, as well as some of
the new, tend to be biased
toward masculine
language according to
faculty members. The
books talk of mankind,
businessmen, chairmen,
and less often do they
speak of businesswoman or
chairperson.

have studied the subject.
"I don’t think the
language itself in texts is
sexist, but the contents
are," said Dr. Selma
Burkom, assistant professor of English.
"I don’t think anyone
has ever thought of writing
about the western
heroine," she said.
"The newer texts have
eliminated most of the flagrant sexist language,"
said Dr. John Lamendella,
assistant professor of
linguistics.
"The books I see are
geared to accomodate that
problem," said Dr. Jack
Smolensky, professor of
health science.
But many other faculty
members said their texts
still reflect a masculine
bias.

Where the language
does not reflect a
masculine bias, the exclussion of females as examples and references may,
according to groups which

black ethnic and Latin
American food. Two guest
lecturers from Egypt will
talk about their country’s
peace perspectives at 7
p.m.
All club presidents are
invited to attend the first
meeting of the Inter-Club
Council of SJSU at 12:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. If you
cannot attend, please send
a representative.

Dr. Miguel Antonio
Burnel will speak on
"Repression In Panama
Behind the Canal Zone
Debate" at 12:30, today in
the S.U. Almaden Room.
The event is sponsored by
the United States Committee for Justice to Latin
America Prisoners.

The Gay Student Union
will meet at 8 o’clock
tomorrow night in the S.U.
Guadelupe Room.
Concerned Black
Students, Staff and Faculty
will hold an educational
symposium at 5 p.m.’
tomorrow in the S.U.
Pacifica. Room. The purpose of the meeting is to
identify those variables
that augment the posibility
of academic success for
students.

"Dream Exploration,"
a discussion group sponsored by the Peer Drop-in
Center, will meet from 7 to
9 o’clock tonight, in the
S.U. Diablo Room on the
third level.
.
An international dinner
will be given along with
special entertainment
starting at 5:30 tomorrow
evening in the Women’s
Physical Education
Building, Room 280. The
cost is 75 cents and will
include European, Asian,

Il Circola Italian will
hold a general club meeting at 4 p.m. tomorrow, in
Ed 241. The meeting will
include announcements on
the up-coming pot luck
banquet, ratification of the
club constitution, talk on
membership expansion
and general announcements. Anyone may attend.
For more information call
292-2984 or 277-3235.
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There will be a general
MAGSA meeting at 6 p.m.
tomorrow, in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. All interested Chicano graduate
student are urged to attend.
Dr. Jack Kurzweil,
electrical engineering
assistant professor, will
review "The Conquest of
Will; Information

"I would not argue with
the use of nonsexist terms
unless they put language in
an awkward or tortuous
syntax," said one English
professor who asked not to
be identified. "The suffix
’man’ is not sexist," he

Dr. Marie Carr,
professor of speech-communication, said we need
some sort of unisex
pronoun to represent both
he and she.
"The term ’telephone
repairman’ reflects the
truth that men have always
been telephone repairmen," said Dr. Fauneil
Rinn, professor of
American Studies.

An analysis of yesterday’s elections will be
Processing in Human
given by three faculty from
Affairs" by Abbe Mowthe Political Science
showitz as part of the
Department at 1:30 this
Faculty Book Talk series at
afternoon in the S.U. Loma
12:30 today in Faculty
Prieta Room.
Dining Room A.
Participants in the
presentation will be Dr.
Ellen Boneparth, who
All those interested in
specializes in U.S. national
amateur "ham" radio are
politics; Dr. Terry
invited to attend the SJSU
Christensen, an urban
Amateur Radio Club meetpolitics
specialist; and Dr.
ing at 7 p.m., tomorrow in
Larry Gerston, who
the S.U. Almaden Room.
specializes in California
For more information
contact Ron Melzer at 257- politics.
Boneparth, coordinator
5504.
of the Women’s Studies
program at SJSU, received
her Ph.D. from Stanford
Sigma Delta Chi will University. She teaches
meet at 11:30 a.m. Friday,
courses on political
for a dutch treatlunch in ’behavior, the legislative
Faculty Dining next to process, and women in
leisure studies; before the politics.
Valerie Coleman speech.
Christensen holds a
All members going to Los
Ph.D. from the University
Angeles please attend.
of North Carolina at Chapel
Plans for a club sponsored
Hill and teaches courses on
party will also be
urban politics and interest
discussed.
groups.

As director of departmental internships in
politics, he administers a
program which provides
academic credit for student involvement in
political activities with
party organizations,
campaigns, organization in
legislative offices, county
supervisors, city council,
etc.
Gerston has a Ph.D.
from the University of California at Davis and teaches
courses on state government.
Of major interest to
Gerston is political reform
in California and the
United States.
The lecture will actually
be part of Political Science
Department Chairman Roy
Young’s Political Science

182 class, Contemporary
Topics in Political Science.

Juggle the books.
Set fire to the factory
Supply women for the clients.
Harry Stoner will do anything to
get one more season.

Your center for art supplies
and picture frames.
OPEN 4 NIGHTS b.
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Board of Directors
San Jose State University Foundation
San Jose State University
San Jose, California

We have examined the condensed statement of financial condition of
San Jose State University Foundation, a California corporation not for profit,
Our examination was made in accordance with generally
as of June 30, 1976.
accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

La

SAN JOSE STATE UNtVERSITY FOUNDATION
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Endowment funds are subject to the restrictions of gift instruments
requiring that the principal be invested and income to be utilized
for a stated purpose.
Since quasi -endowment funds have been
established by the governing board for the same purposes a, endowment
funds, any portion of quasi -endowment funds may be expended.

rALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
Condensed Statement of

Financial

June 30.

Condition

1976

Current Assets:
Cash
Marketable securities, at cost (market
value $729.322) - Policy Note la
Receivables - Policy Note lb’
Grants and contracts
Interfund receivable due from Designated
Fund - Policy Note 3b
Current maturities on long-term receivables
Interest and other account, receivable

All gains And losses arising from the sale, collection, or other
,an -cash assets are accounted
and .:’disposition of
Interest and dividends
for in the Fund which owned such assets.
derived from investments. receivables, and the like are accounted for
income derived from investments of
in the Fund owning such assets.
Endowment and similar funds is accounted for in the fund to which it
is restricted or, if unrestricted, as revenues in unrestricted funds.

$

1,534.733
782,453

$

1,249,218
3.
16,780
15,165
55.241

1,336,404
1,000

12,580

Long-term Receivables:
Notes receivable, secured by deeds of trust on
real property - Note A
Advance to SJSU for stadium lighting project
Less current maturities

(

20,201
45,000
15.165)

50,036

Notes

June 30.

$

Note A:

$

Notes Receivable
The amount of $20,201 are notes receivable secured by deeds of
on real property AS of June 30, 1976 as follows:

16,780
44,843

.1’10.11

60,541
31,918

Maturity
Datt

Monthly

13,018

Rudy Scobel
Albert and Flora Wise
Trinidad and Carolina
Tamet

$300
None

Until paid in full
Upon death of promissor

$135

Until paid

try’

Rate of
Interest

in full

Amount

V%
57,

6.655
8,500

7-1/2%

5046

131.471

liabilities

The notes receivable above were reported as marketable securities
prior to July I, 1975.

16,090
3,017

015)

(

134,549

liabilities

Note 11,
2,373,042
.24

I .l90

414

$
The accompanying notes are an

Condition

Financial

1976

90,630

Long-term Liabilities,
Equipment contracts payable - Note II
Less current maturities
Total

1976.

to Condensed Statement of

37,000
13,600

Current Liabilities.
Current maturities on equipment contracts payable
Accounts payable:
lnterfund payable due to Restricted Fund Policy Note 31,
Salary ieimbursements due to SJSU
Other accounts payable
Accrued and other current liabilities
Total current

.
Uncollectibles are provided for by an appropriation of fund bal.,
Fund.
No provision for doubtful receivables 1,
in the Designated
A transfer of funds from
necessary beyond that appropriation.
the Designated Fund to the Restricted Fund for an uncollectible
contract in the amount of $16,780 is required for the year ended
June 30.

Fund Balances - Policy Note 2,
Restricted
Unrestricted

integral

part of

3dI73,702
/.0.0L.P34

this statement.

Equipment Contracts Payable
was transferred
Effective JOY 1. 1973, bowling alley equipment
from the Auxiliary Fund of the Foundation to San Jose State
Although ultimate title in the equipment rests with
University.
the University, the Foundation, as contracting agent. is responsible
for making the monthly installment payments on the contracts to
Brunswick Corporation as follows,

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
June TO,

Monthly installments of $1.063 including interest at
6% per annum, final payment October IS, 1976

$ 4.

1976
Monthly installments of $543 including interest at
8% per annum, final payment October 15, 1977

Produx son

The significant accounting policies followed by the foundation are
described below to enhance the usefulness of the financial statement to the
reader:

and Introducing LAURIE HEENEMAN

Dailey
2:30, 7Et10

Other Significant Accounting Policies
Earnings and gain,
Marketable securities are recorded at cost.
a.
or losses are recorded as incurred and allocated to principal
of the specific funds.

3,654,590

current assets

Liabilities and Fund Balances

Morris

Fund Accounting
In order to ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed
on the use of the resources available to the Foundation, the accounts
of the Foundation are maintained in accordance with the principles of
"fund accounting.
This
is the procedure by which resources for
various purposes are classified for accounting and reporting purposes
into Funds that are in accordance with activities or objectives
specified.
Separate accounts are maintained for each fund.

Fixed assets are recorded as expenditures in the General Fund group
of accounts when purchased.
Recognition as an asset is given the
acquisition by an increase of the Plant Fund accounts.
Depreciation
of fixed assets is not recognited by the Foundation because the
objectives of the accounting system is to recognize sources and u,e,
of resources rather than net income or loss.

4inodr-

Restricted Cash

Executive Prnducer f IMARI) h FELDMAN
Written by STEVE SHAGAN
Produced by STEVE St %CAN I5rected bv JOHN C, AVILDSEN 0.4..1

414 Town and Country, San Jose, 249-4277

Within each fund group, balance s restricted by outside sources or
segregated assets restricted by the Board of Directors of the
Foundation are so indicated and are distinguished from unrestricted
funds allocated or appropriated to specific purposes by action of the
governing board.
Externally re, tricted funds may only be utilized
in accordance with the purposes established by the source of such
funds and are in contrast with u nrestricted funds over which the
governing board retains Control to use in achieving any of the
Foundation’s purposes.

In our opinion, the condensed statement presents fairly the financial
condition of San Jose State University Foundation at June 30, 1976 in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied ova basis consistent
with that of the preceding year.

$ 3.807.839

co starling JACK GILFORD

DAYS,

WW1. ACLOy TTTTTT

Fixed Assets, At Cost - Policy Note 2,
Land
Building
Equipment, furniture and fixtures

A MARTN ((ANSE)/ f

279-9096
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

TOWN AND COUNTRY, SAN JOSE
See for yourself how Pyramid Power works. Thou
sands claim pyramids are capable of powers which
range from preserving food to improving sex. Avail
able for $5.95.
Produce your own pyramid water from tap water
Sharpen razor blades, get up to 200 smooth
shaves.
Improve the taste of your wine.
Accent plant growth.
Discover for yourself other expressions of pyramid
power. We are also featuring a unique collection of
Egyptian sculpture, prints and jewelry.

b.

JACK LEMMON
"SAVE THE TIGER"

Orders to go

veekt qrts

SAN JOSE CAlliOINM

Total

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
and FILMWAYS INC present

at San Fernando
San Jose
SUB
SANDWICHES

ZEISS, TTIOXIAS & SCRUGGS

Prepaid expenses

Jack Lemmon in his most
important dramatic role since
"The Days of Wine and Roses!’

Place
loo S. Second

NOW AVAILABLE AT

MARK’S
STEREO
Buy & Trade
293-8990
74 E. San Fernando
1 Block from Campus,’

William McCraw,
associate professor of
political science. "It should
definitely be pointed out
that equal access for males
and females is the rule."
Geology and business
books usually refer to
things rather than people,
but textbook references in
these fields are usually in a
masculine form, according
to several faculty members, But perhaps this has
to do with the lack of
women in these areas, they
say.
Continued to page 10

PYRAMID POWER

Assets

ASPB Presents TODAY

Rim former coordinator of Women’s Studies,
added that women don’t
feel free to apply for a job
with a masculine title.
Titles inhibit
"In general, the use of
language today is a clue to
the way people are
thinking," Rinn said.
"Words reflect and affect
attitudes."
Two foreign language
professors said their texts
in German, Italian and
French, which are written
by Americans, use the
masculine form when
talking about occupants.
"When it comes to professions, the feminine is
never mentioned," said
associate professor Dr.
Carla Federici, who
teaches Italian and
French.
Dr, Werner Radle,
professor of German, said
his textbook has a page
about occupations which
lists all but a few job titles
in the masculine form.
"There should be no
implication that there is
sex discrimination in
political office," said Dr.

added.
Several professors
argued that students
realize both genders are
included in terms like
"man" and "chairman."
But others advocated
the use of newer words
such as "chairperson" in
place of "chairman" and
"people" in place of
"mankind."

SJSU political scientists
to give election analysis

spartaguide
The SJSU chapter of the
American Marketing
Association will meet at
7:30 tonight at the Outlook
restaurant in the Pruneyard shopping center. Bill
Waller, an account
executive for TWA, will be
the guest speaker.

Others expressed
reluctauct to accept
change in Vie texts on the
basis of readability.
"It’s bad style, it
doesn’t read right and it
doesn’t make any difference," said Dr. Louis
Bisceglia, associate professor of history.
Awkward language
"I don’t go for sexist
language, said Doug
Breeden, business lecturer.
"In textbooks, nonsexists
language would be alright,
but pretty awkward."

I.

Accrual Basis
The conrensed statement of Linancial condition of the Foundation has
been prepared on the accrual basis except for depreciation accounting
as explained In Note 2 below.

An NCR bookkeeping machine was acquired during the year
ended June 30, 1976 and as of June 30, 1916, requires
two installment payments of which $2,250 is due on July
1976 and $900 is due on July 1. 1911.

I $0
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She works her bel ly off
By Marion Whittaker
Arabian night atmosphere and the rolling,
palpitating bellies of
sensuous dancers are only
part of what’s needed to
perfect the art of belly
dancing, according to
Marilyn McCain, the belly
dancer for Zorba’s Greek
Restaurant, 1350 S.
Bascom Ave.
Hard work
"Belly dancing is hard
work and the pay is lousy,"
McCain, better known as
’Noura,’ said.
To compensate she
teaches the dance parttime. She has taught for
private groups, for the
YMCA and has even given
lessons at Zorba’s. "But
even that gets tough after a
while," she added.
"Professional dancing
can be extremely cutthroating. You are competing with those who will
shake their ass for anything. There also those who
will take a six week crash
course and feel they know
the dance and will hire
themselves out cheaply,"
the slim brownette said.
Ego tripping

"A lot of belly dancing is
an ego trip," she said.
"That’s why you have 50
million dancers out there.
But once you have committed yourself to the business it takes a heck of a lot
of stamina to stay in it.
"You have to keep
giving to the audience,"
she said. "You just give
and give and give.
Basically anyone in it is
doing it more for love than
money.
"My favorite part of
belly dancing is the people
I meet. I’ve had 75-year-old
ladies come to my dance
classes," she said. "Fat
people are also very interesting. They can move
more smoothly and easily
than their thin counterparts. It’s amazing," she
added.
McCain said that being
a belly dancer has been a
cultural experience for her.
Just last summer she
visited countries in the
Mid-East where she "was
able to learn more about
the culture and become
more intimate with the
dance."
While there she also

With belly gyrating, coins dangling and
prancing against the background of Ali
Baba and the Forty Thieves renditions,

purchased costumes from
the famed .Nauga Fouad,
the belly dancer who has
performed for both former
President Richard M.
Nixon and Secretary of
State Henry Krssenger.
Changed style
Belly dancing is a part
of the original Muslim culture. Through its infiltration into tithe" cultures it
has changed in both its
style and meaning. McCain
said her version of the
dance is more commercial.

dent of Egypt, Gamal
Abdel Nasser. He felt that
the women were exploiting
their bodies and insisted
that they wear their midsections covered.
"But the girls got
around that by wearing
fishnet and the like around
their bellies," McCain said
"Belly dancing is blind
to everything," stressed
McCain. "Age, color,
weight, sex, none of these
are important when it
comes to belly dancing, at
least for one’s own enjoyment."
During ancient times if
there were no female
figures in the household of
the poor, it was the man
who went out and performed the belly dance.
The gold and silver coins he
collected helped to feed the
family.
Dance major
McCain, a professional
dancer for five years, said
she became interested in
the art while a student
majoring in dance at
UCLA. She has a very impressive knowledge for the
history and culture related
to belly dancing.
Although no one knows
exactly where the dance
originated, McCain said
there are carbon-dated
symbols found by scientists
in the Mid-East which date
back 3500 years.
"The fact that it is a
primitive dance can be
further proven by its
characteristics of flat
footedness," she said.
Many ancient eastern cultures used their bare feet in
ceremonial dance.
There are conflicting
opinions about this dance
according to McCain. "The
purest notion is that it was
a fertility dance and had to
do with the rising and
falling of the moon.
"The other half of the
argument is made by those
who say the dance has always been and will always
be related to sex."
The original costumes
were designed according to
the culture of that particular area. They were
weighted down with the 10
yards of material it takes
to make them. They are
also weighted down with
coins and lacquered fish
scales serving as ornaments.
To get a good outfit
would cost about 9100, she
said. "In fact many retired
belly dancers make and
sell these outfits for
profits."
Three versions
There are three basic
versions of this dance that
has over 100 basic steps
and entails a lot of
creativity. The Greek version is very fast and
athletic while the Arabic
version is slower and more
lyrical. The Persian version is most fluid and
lyrical of them all, she
added.
McCain, a divorcee with
three children, said she
likes the job because it
allows her to be home with
her family during the day
"But on the other hand it’s
hard," she said. "Because
sometimes I’m here until
two or three in the morning
and have to get up at 7 a.m
to get them off to school.
"But I intend to stay in
it for as long as I can," she
added. "I want to get it all
over with before I get too
old. After all, who wants to
see an old fat belly dancer."

For instance to compliment her outfits she wears
shoes, which are not used
by natives of the dance. She
also does some "floor work
which is considered to be a
bit too suggestive, and
below the dignity of the
native dancer," McCain
said.
Enter girdle
Originally the dance
was performed with the
body fully clothed. It has
only been in the last 100
years that the bra and
girdle entered the picture,
according to McCain.
In 1956 this was even
banned by former Presi-

Scott Woodham
belly dancer "Noura" performs at Zorba’s
Greek restaurant.

Music ensemble concerts
Original compositions
and arrangements for
saxophone will be performed in the Concert Hall
Nov. 10 at the SJSU "Axe
Ensemble Concert."
Music student Clark
Baldwin will perform
"Bartok Among the Cannibals" at the free concert, to
be directed by music
professor William Trimble.
The 16-member ensemble will also play
"Saxophone Quintet" by
Douglas McCracken,
"Evening" by Zoltan
Kodaly, "Adagio from
String Quartet" by Samuel
Barber and "Symphony
No. 2" by Johann Sebastian
Bach.
Three of the four scores
have either been arranged
or composed by SJSU
students.
The California Saxophone Quartet will join two

SJSU quartets to perform
"Quartet No. 1" by Russell
Howland, "Introduction et
Variation sur une Rondo
Populaire" by Gabriel
Pierne and "Andante et
Scherzo" by Eugene Bozza.
The concert will begin
at 8:15 p.m. For further information call the Music
Department at 277-2905.
The New Music Ensemble will perform selections of contemporary
music tonight at 5:15 in the
Concert Hall.
The free performance
will include Karlheinz
Stockhausen’s
"Mikrophonie II" for
chorus, organ and electronics. Graduate student
Gary Milliken will direct
the score with organist
Linda Lenke.
Guest vocalist Linda
Luedtke will sing a

selection of songs for voice
and piano by American
composer Charles Ives.
The ensemble, directed
by guest lecturer Stephen
Ruppenthal, will also perform "Six Pianos" by
composer Steve Reich.
In a separate number
the ensemble will play
"Bewegungen Quadrophon" by West German
composer Erhard
Karkoscha.
For more information
call the Music Department
at 277-2905.

Only $229"
All flights round trip)
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Student sees uture in tarot
By Laurie Slothower
If more people were like
SJSU student Terry Hagen,
people would commonly
greet each other not with
"What’s your sign?" but
"What’s your arcana?"
Hagen, a graphic arts
senior who transferred
from San Francisco State,
reads tarot cards, those
ancient divinators of fame
and fortune.
Tarot cards are
receptacles of the unconscious according to
Hagen.
"The cards don’t say
anything; they’re just a
reflection of the unconsious," she said.
Hagen was introduced
to the brightly -colored
fortune telling cards a year
ago through a friend who
would read hers. She reads
for friends, but can’t read
for herself.
"I wish I could find
someone else who knows
tarot," she said. "I’m not
objective enough to read
my own."
Hagen uses a standard
deck, which has 78 cards.
The minor arcana has 56
divided into the four suits
of wands, swords, cups and
pentacles. The wands
represent air, swords are
fire, cups are water and
pentacles are earth.
The remaining 22, called the major arcana, symbolize man in his spiritual
journey, and are, as Hagen
describes them, "karma
cards." The card of the
Tower, for example, represent change, conflict, destruction; the card of the
moon represents intuition,
imagination, and unflooding of psychic powers.
Origin hazy
The exact origin of tarot
cards is hazy, but the book
Hagen uses "A Complete
Guide to the Tarot," by
gives its
Eden Gray
birthplace as 12th century
Egypt.
From there, according
to Gray, it was spread by

g) pairs to the rest of
Europe.
The original tarot cards
were painted on parchment
and painted by hand; some
hand-carved block printing
were recorded in Germany
in 1430. Modern playing
cards are descended from
the tarot.
There are different
colors and designs of tarot
cards, among them the
Aquarian deck, the Astral
deck, the Egyptian deck,
and the Waite deck, which
Hagen uses. But they all
consist of the same cards.
There are also different
ways of spreading, or
dealing, the cards, according to Hagen,
depending on how deep the
person wants to go into
their lives.
A spread called "The
Tree of Life," for example,
takes one day to do during
which the tarot is dealt
three times.
"That One even goes
into your past lives. I had it
done once but it was vague,
and I didn’t understand it
much," she added.
Hagen uses a 15 card
spread which can fortell up
to three months ahead.
To do it, Hagen chooses
a card to represent the
querent, or person for
whom the cards are being
dealt.
Then the querent thinks
of a question, not spoken,
and shuffles the tarot deck
three times.
Rough formation
The cards are dealt in
the rough formation of a
cross and represent the
past, present and future, as
well as what obstacles lay
in store and what effect the
question will have on the
querent.
Hagen cited something
that happened to her last
year as one of the reasons
she believes the tarot.
"A reading told me to
prepare myself psychically
against this person I knew.

what’s happening
Clubs
Big Mitch and Babyfat will
appear tonight at the
Parlor, 93 S. Central
Ave., Campbell.
Sleek Shabeeba, a jazz
group, will appear tonight at the Factory Pub
& Soup Co., The Factory,
Campbell.
Greg Harris & Co. will be
appearing tonight at Mt.
Charlie’s, 15 N. Santa
Cruz Ave., Los Gatos.
Beggars Opera will be at
the Grog & Sirloin tonight, 1102 Saratoga Ave.
Joe Sharmo will be at
Joshua’s tonight, 4400
Stevens Creek Blvd.
Collective Works will be
playing at Fonzie’s tonight, 1491 Almaden Expressway.
Steamin’ Freeman will appear tonight at the Country Store Tavern, 157 El
Camino Real, Sunnyvale.
Flyer will be at the
Odyssey Room tonight,
799 E. El Camino Real,
Sunnyvale. Country Joe
McDonald will appear tomorrow night, with tickets, 85.50 in advance
and $6.50 at the door,
available at BASS outlets.

SJSU student Terry Hagen reads the
future in her tarot cards or, more accurately, the trends of the future. Tarot
cards are a reflection of the unconscious,
Then one day, before my
boyfriend Bruce was
supposed to come over, I
got these sharp cramps in
my stomach for no reason.
I knew I was picking up
some weird negative
energy from him."
"When he got here,

said Hagen, and don’t give clear, specific
predictions. The graphic arts m? jcr has
been reading tarot for about a year.

Bruce told me. . . this
person had said he was
going to break every bone
in my body. And he was the
sort of person to do it."
The tarot is just one
form of divination, or finding things out. Astrology,

SJSU jazz program begins
By Alice Woodworth
Although it was muchneeded and timely, it was
at students’ insistence that
a jazz program has been
started at SJSU, according
to Dwight Cannon, head of
the new Jazz and Commercial Music Performance Department.

reading tea leaves, palmistry and phrenology ("I
personally think that one is
ridiculous") are others, but
the tarot is deeper and
more specific.
So-so reviews
Other friends have
given her so-so reviews on
the accuracy of the tarot;
nonetheless, she does it to
increase her own psychic
ability. "As you give
readings you get more
sensitive, more psychic,"
she said.
Still, she finds it hard to
give readings for skeptics
and had trouble getting a
clear reading for this
reporter.

to 5 p.m. Sunday. The
museum is closed Mondays. A reception from 2
to 4 p.m. Sunday will be
held for all three artists.

The Earth’s Early Atmosphere, an exhibit by Paul
Beattie, will be presented
through Nov. 14 in the
Paul L. Davies Room of
the San Jose Museum of
Art, 110 S. Market St.
Paintings by Donald
Weygandt will be shown
through Nov. 16 in the
First National Bank
Room. The Eight Painters of The New Society
and America Between
the Wars will continue to
be shown in the Main
Gallery through Nov. 28
as part of the San Jose
Museum of Art’s American Series. Museum
hours for all exhibits are
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday,
and noon to 4 p.m. Sunday. The museum is
closed Mondays. Admission to all exhibits is free.

Contemporary music will
be presented tonight at
8:15 in the Music Building’s Concert Hall. The
concert is put on by SJSU
New Music Ensemble.
Poets Joseph Stroud,
Hula Burns and Georgege Cerrutti will give
readings at 2:30 p.m.
Nov. 17, in the Home
Economics Conference
Room as part of the
Campus -Community
Poetry Festival. The
readings are free and
open to the public.

Events

Elvin Bishop, Tommy Bolin, Heart and Graham
Parker are appearing at
7:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday at Winterland,
San Francisco. Tickets
are $5.50 in advance and
$6.50 at the door.

An exhibit including weaving by Madge Copeland,
Pen & Ink drawings and
paintings by Carl Jones,
and figure paintings by
Shirley De Tata, will be
shown through Dec. 2 at
the Triton Museum of
Art, 1505 Warburton
Ave., Santa Clara. Museum hours are 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturday, and 1

Films
David Pacheco

presented through Nov.
19 in the S.U. Gallery.
Gallery hours are 10:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays,
and 6 to 8 Wednesday and
Thursday evenings.

Save The Tiger, with Jack
Lemmon, will be presented at 2:30, 7 and 10
p.m. today in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is $1.
The Beggar’s Opera, with
Laurence Olivier, and
Doctor Faustus, with
Richard Burton, will be
presented tonight begin
fling at 7:10, with a
matinee at 1:30, at The
Camera One Theatre, 366
S. First St. Admission is
$2.

TAL

- WAR.
20% Guys& Gals
STYLE CUTS I
CURLY WAVES I
WITH COUPON

OFF

294-4086
35 S. FOURTH ST. I
I. ’I, Wk. from SJSU campus sm

Mini Burrito of your choice, free with
any ala carte or dinner order . . .
(Only with this coupon)

Galleries
Paintings by Zapata El
Fuego will be presented
through Nov. 11 in ’It e
Art Building ’Gallery.
Gallery hours are 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays.
There is no admission
charge
Paintings and Drawings by
Michael Davis and
Robert Partin will be

MINI BURRITO

Mini-

Home of the mini-lunch
and mini-dinner
104 S. 1st, around the corner from Orange Julius

293-4560

Cannon said there are
no more than half a dozen
similar programs in the
country, but the idea is
catching on and several
community colleges are
offering jazz studies.
"There has been a
reluctance in academia to
deal with this in legitimate
forms," Cannon said. "It is
considered a prostitution of
music by people more
cultivated in music."
Cannon, who earned his
BM. at De Paul University
and his M.A. at SJSU, has
been an assistant professor
of music at SJSU since
1965. He has also completed
course work for his Ph.D.
at the University of California in San Diego.
During Cannon’s 11 year effort to establish the
program, jazz -oriented
students were arriving at 7
a.m. and staying until all
hours of the night to use the
facility in the pursuit of
their interest.
"Students want, and
should get, more than your
John Philip Sousa
American Band music," he
said.
Final approval from
SJSU President John H.
Bunzel is expected by the
start of the spring
semester, on the as yet unofficial program according
to Cannon.
The Music Department
faculty approved the new

Dwight Cannon
program ny only one vote.
Cannon said some instructors have expressed
fear that the program
would attract "hippie-type,
socially maladjusted misfits" who would affect the
quality of the existing
programs, but most of the
instructors say they should
not stand in the way of
progress.
Cannon feels at this
point that there is little
chance that the program
will not be approved.
All music students are
evaluated every semester
in performance abilities
following classical-trained
thinking, and Cannon
believes this is a handicap
which almost eliminates
jazz musicians.
."There are too man),
physical differences in the
mode of playing, and jazz
players are used to hearine
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things differently," he
said.
Students enrolled in the
jazz and commercial music
program will be required to
meet both classical and
jazz performance evaluations, but will follow only
the jazz program curriculum. This includes
theory, history and performance, with major concentration in the junior
year.
Cannon said that the
current dual -evaluation
system will also "balance
out" in time.
The application of the

While it’s still free.

Jim Byous
program is much broader
than classical music
studies, according to
Cannon. Graduates may
pursue the wide-open field
of entertainment, including
television, live shows and
recording, as well as business-related areas such as
the publication of books,
study of performance
techniques, teaching, jazz
history and arranging.

Jeni Malarn,
Student
high school Alter
. .
id Reading Dynamics.
I ,f1, ’,bk.’ to maintain an A average-

Having already outgrown the one-man
department, Cannon said
he hopes to get additional
teaching staff through the
extension program.

LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS
Ann Kendricks, Assistant Dean,
will be on campus to discuss admissions to THE LEWIS AND
CLARK LAW SCHOOL, Portland,
Oregon, on Friday, November 5th.
For details, contact the Career
Planning and Placement Office
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It’ll make homework a lot easier this year. In fact, you can cut your study time almost
in half with the copyrighted techniques you learn in one free lesson We’ll give you the
incredible secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration and greater comprehension.
Taught in more than 300 cities throughout the U.S. It’s easy Ifs fun. It works.

Increase your reading speed as much as 100%!
SUNDAY
THRU
THURSDAY
P.M. OR 8 P.M

SAN JOSE
HOWARD JOHNSON’S
On North 1st Street

0 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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Homeward bound, this patron takes seriously a pair of jaws he won at a nearby amusement park.

This collector shows pets, even stuffed ones, can be an armful.

Young and old
hunt quiet fur
Stuffed animal collectors, young and old, tall
and short, large and small,
can be found in abundance
throughout the many
amusement parks and
county fairs across the
United States.
Older collectors of the
fuzzy creatures are just as
enthusiastic towards the
endeavor as their younger
counterparts, but are less
likely to display their enjoyment because stuffed
animals have always been
considered a "child’s" best
friend.

The Midway is a prime
hunting ground for collectors. From dogs to
sharks and from cats to
bears, one may fill an entire room with furry
friends.
Avid collectors often
find themselves in an expensive hunt for just the
right addition to their
display.
For those who can’t or
don’t want to go on safari to
Africa, a trip to the Midway may satisfy the urge to
fill a trophy room with
various types of inanimate
friends.

Photos
by
Jim Byous

Leaning

Because winning can be a tiring task, amusement parks provide ample benches to rest tired feet and weary arms

fly over a game table tounfer, this youngster eyes the "best" animal companion to take home.

This winner is having a "lift of war" with her gigantic circus bear.
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Mime spins illusions
irriap,inati(in and
concentration.
Imagined environment
"We begin with improvisation," Benasdon
said. "Mime invites the
audience to imagine the
environment. Since there
are no props used in mime,
the mime must remember,
for example, if he’s doing a
piece with a desk, that the
imaginary desk is always
there."
A student of the Kibbutz
in Israel, Benasdon, 27,
studied under the brilliant
mime Dicru (he also taught
Marcel Marceau).
"I originally was a
ballet dancer when I entered the Kibbutz. Soon, I
found my possibilities of
expression were limited by
the music of dance. So I
began to study mime,"

By Robyn McGee
The art of mime. That
visionary expression which
creates illusions, mirrors
emotions, neutralizes
speech and by the flow of
its movements, emits a
rhythm of its owe.
In a heavy French.
Spanish accent mime
Stella Benasdon, from
Morocco, explains her approach to the art.
"There are 12 units of
the body: arms, legs, head,
pelvis etc. One should learn
how to move these units
and feel the body they
never thought they had."
Benasdon is now conducting a mime class sponsored by the Leisure
Studies Dept. In the class,
beginning mimes learn
techniques basic to pantomime (the complete

Benasdon skid.
Optical effects
In most mime sketches,
colors of black and white
are used as an optical effect for the audience.
Benasdon’s Stanford based
troupe, "Pantomime,"
wear black and white leotards and theatrical makeup while performing,
things Benasdon views as
supplemental but not
essential.
"Make-up is used only
to help the audience see
facial expressions. The
piano is used for emphasis,
it flows to us rather than us
to it," Benasdon said.
The most difficult
exercise in mime, according to Benasdon, is the
creation of illusions.
"In one exercise, two
people take the characters
of spectators while another
mime takes the character
of a tight rope walker. He
walks in front of the spec-

tators while their eyes are
focused upward. It takes
concentration. It’s very
difficult."
During the class
Benasdon will instruct her
students to react as if doing
something you don’t like,
for instance housework.
Immediately frowns and
looks of anxiety cover all
the students’ faces.
"I tell my students to
practice in front of a
mirror to see if the right
expression is being conveyed," Benasdon said.
Flowing stories
Most mimical pieces
last only a few moments
and are swift flowing
stories, almost animated
stories.
"When watching dance
you can yawn and close
your eyes," Benasdon said
as she mimicked boredom
with a huge imaginary
yawn and elaborate
stretches.

Photos by Neil Renshaw
Mime Stella Benasdon (above), from Morocco, said to
learn mime one should "feel the body you never thought
you had." Besides teaching the Leisure Studies -sponsored class, Benasdon has a troupe based in Stanford
named "Pantomime," which performs regularly in the
Bay Area. Student Michelle Freiberg (right), shown here
in an igotlike stance, practices wincing at an imaginary
smell.

Just ordinary folks

Amateurs perform in style
By Laurie Slothower
Ted Mack would be
proud.
His tradition of having
normal people, just like
you and me, get on stage to
sing, dance and make utter
fools of ourselves was
carried out in grand style
Thursday night as the
Recreation and Leisure
Studies 97 class sponsored
the "Stars of State" night.
Real show
About 200 people showed

up in the A.S. Ballroom to
watch the two-hour plus
show. It was a sleepy
evening. But the real show
was next door, where a disturbance involving Vietnamese students punctuated the talent show’s
last songs with muffled
shouts and thumps.
Some acts were good
and a few deserved spontaneous cries of "Gong
’em! Gong ’em!" An
occasional singer carried a

Dance concert
features ’Shakers’
"Dance America!" a
four part concert of
modern and jazz dance
interpretations of
American themes will play
8:15 p.m. tomorrow and
Friday in the University
Theater.
"The Shakers,"
originally choreographed
by Doris Humphrey in 1931,
is being reconstructed by
ballet instructor Janet Van
Swoll. Titled "The Dance of
the Chosen," it is based on
the religious ritual that one
can rid oneself of sin by
literally shaking it out of
the body.
It is the first time a
reconstruction of a dance
has been performed before
an audience at SJSU. Van
Swoll has undergone special training at the Dance
Notation Bureau in New
York using Labonotation, a
widely used method of
recording dance movement
"Johnny Appleseed" is

an original work by associate professor of dance
Mina Garman with music
composed by Lou Harrison.
It is an abstract dance depicting the modern day
builders Paul Bunyon and
Johnny Appleseed.
Seven male dancers will
be featured in John Goodrich’s "Mens Lib," a
satirical modern dance
originally choreographed
by Gay Cheney.
The jazz styles of rock,
blues, contemporary and
tap dance highlight apsistant professor Annette
Macdonald’s "Montage of
Jazz."
SJSU graduate students
Pat Waddel and Bobby
Wynn are using the dance
concert to complete their
Master’s project in lighting
ant dance.
Tickets are on sale at
the University Box Office.
They are $2.25 for general
admission, and 91.25 for
students.
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THE KAMERA KORNER
560 S Bascom Ave
San Jose, Calif

tune like a concealed
weapon. But all should be
commended for their
courage.
Petting monologue
Highlights of the evening included Anne Newton,
whose offer of a demonstration on petting led up to
you
a monologue on
guessed it dogs.
Her one, two and threegroaner puns had one great
line: "I like to feed my dog
Alpo. But of course, sometimes I have to stretch it
with Alpo-helper."
The rest of her act consisted of stories of a man
named Shepherd who lived
in Germany ("a German
shepherd), a collie who
guarded a watermelon
patch (a melen-coly").
Ancient jokes
Old songs and ancient
jokes were a staple of the
performers. Early John
Denver, Peter, Paul did
Mary and the Kingston
Trio were favorites of the
half-dozen singing groups.
A group of eight women,
who could have been
named the chorus of the
San Jose Angels, did a
stirring soprano rendition
of "Do You Know the Way
to San Jose" and the team
of Art Rizzi and Greg
Winslow were noticeably
good on guitar and banjo.

The best of the evening
was saved for last with
Emma Bynum and friends
Rodney Franklin and Jim
Delaney. Their sweet,
smooth harmonies and
crisp vocals made it difficult to believe they were
amateurs.
The major technical
difficulties of the evening
came during their rendition of an old gospel song,
"I’m So Glad He Did It,"
where the soloist’s voice
was reduced to hiccups.
Perhaps they were being
tested.
The last set of the evening, that of Paula Paisley
on violin, was given unexpected unaccompaniment from the disturbance
next door in the Pacheco
Room.
Unlike Ted Mack’s show
there was no competition
"we thought it would be
more fun that way," a
stagehand said. And no tapdancing midgets or little
old ladies playing musical
spoons on their false teeth
that make amateur nights
so novel.

Aka"

Students in the Leisure Studies -sponsored mime class do
various exercises, teacher Stella Benasdon said, to

441.

"create an expression." In this picture, students are
practicing "leaning on air."

Sebastian bores SJ crowd
By Valerie Tucker
The only good John
Sebastian heard Friday
night at the Center for the
Performing Arts was
Kenny Rankin doing his
own arrangement of
Sebastian’s composition,
"She’s a Lady."
In the mis-matched
booking, Rankin in top
form, stole the show from
headliner Sebastian, whose
boyish grin and enthusiasm
could not enhance his
music enough to keep some
of the crowd from leaving
midway through the set,
waking others as they left.
It is unfortunate that
Sebastian had to follow a
popular entertainer like
Rankin who has consistently filled local houses
with his acoustic show.
Rowdy personality
Known for his soft jazz
tones and easy arrangements Rankin contrasted
and livened up his music
with witty comments exposing his true, rowdy personality.
"I quit religion at 17 to
become an optomist,"
Rankin said in one of his
quips that really didn’t
apply to any of his songs
but lightened up the audience.

Museum
exhibit
Two exhibits on American culture will be shown
through Nov. 2/3 at the San
Jose Museum of Art, 110 S.
Market St.
"The Eight: Painters of
the New Society" includes
the works of Robert Henri,
Ernest Lawson and
Everett Shinn, among
others. These artists fought
the art academy during the
1910’s and became known
as the "Ashcan School" of
painting. Their work was
characterized by urban
themes and social realism.
"America Between the
Wars" concerns the work
of artists who grew up in
the 1920’s and 1930’s. Social
realism combined with the
avant-garde in paintings of
this era. Grant Wood, Max
Weber and John Mari are
among painters to be
shown.
Future exhibits in the
museum will deal with the
postwar development of
painting in the United
States in general and California in specific.
The museum’s hours
are Tuesday through Saturday 10 3.171. to 4:30 p.m..
and Sundays from noon to 4
p.m. It is closed Mondays.

He introduced many
new songs from his upcoming album which are
typical of his style and include some unique solos by
bassist Peter Marshall,
Rankin’s sole accompanist
during Friday’s show.
Old favorites
He also performed some
of the old favorites,
"Blackbird," "Pardon
Me," and "Peaceful" "I
don’t like Helen Reddy’s
records but she put a lot of
bucks in my bank."
Sebastian, accompanied
only by Richard Bell on
piano, played guitar and
harmonica on a variety of
Lovin Spoonful hits, as well
as new songs including
"Welcome Back" which
was introduced early in the
show to remind those unfamiliar with family T.V.
or the top 40 radio, of his
latest accomplishments.
A tinny sound system
further hindered his weak
vocals which combined
with the shallow musical
arrangements and left almost nothing to listen to.
Nostalgia numbers
Even the nostalgia numbers such as "Younger
Girl," "Nashville Cats"
and "Do You Believe in
Magic," failed to stir the

John Sebastian made his San Jose appearance Friday
night in a disappointing concert at the Center for the
Performing Arts.

His music also has yet to
mature from the simplicity
of his hits of the 60s and
was obviously unacceptable to much of the audience Friday night.

crowd.
Sebastian, originally
from New York, presents
the image of an adolescent
country hick, similar to
Tom Sawyer or Huck Finn.
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No scouts

DO YOU KNOW?

Needless to say, with
such a trifling response, no
Hollywood talent scouts
could be seen signing up
students afterwards.
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Toews doubles as Academic All-American
By Dave Johnson
An old one-liner, supposedly attributed to the
great Notre Dame coach
Knute Rockne, provides a
classic example of one of
the lingering stereotypes of
our time.
"The main requirements of a good lineman
are that he be big and
stupid," Rockne is said to
have once quipped.
"Halfbacks," he continued, "only have to be
stupid."
The dumb-jock image,
although providing occasional ammunition for
humorists, suffers from the
same disease as most
it is just not
stereotypes
well grounded in truth.
Take Tim Toews, for
example. The Spartans’
strong-side offensive guard
fulfills neither of Rockne’s
criteria for an "ideal" lineman. He is neither big nor

stupid.
Toews, at 6-2 and 215
pounds, is small for a collegiate interior offensive
lineman..
And his grade point
average, which after three
years at SJSU falls just two
B’s short of a perfect 4.0,
attests to his inability to
live down to Rockne’s standards.
For his efforts both on
and off the field, Toews
( whose Dutch name is pronounced "Taves") was
named to a starting guard
position on the 1975 University Division Adademic AllAmerican team.
The team, sponsored by
the Sports Information
Directors of America, is an
annual collection of the top
student-athletes in the nation. The minimum
requirements for
nomination to the team are
that the athlete be a

regular competitor on his
team and that he carry at
least a 3.0 grade point
average.
According to SJSU
Sports Information
Director Wynn Cook,
Toews is the first Spartan
ever to be named to the
Academic All-American
first team.
And he didn’t do it with
a basketweaving major.

Tim Toews

class at Davis, so even
some applicants with a 4.0
don’t get in," he said.
Toews, who prepped at
Del Mar H.S. in San Jose,
comes from an athletic
family. His older brother
Loren is a linebacker who
backs up Jack Ham and
Andy Russell for the Pittsburgh Steelers. His "little"
brother, Jeff, is a sophomore at the University of
at 6-3
Washington. Jeff
and 260 pounds is two
years younger than Tim,
and also is an offensive
guard.
"He taught me everything! know," Toews said.
If it ever came to a
choice between following
brother Loren’s footsteps
into the NFL or going to
veterinary school, Toews
said the choice would be
easy.
"If it came to a point
where I had to choose

Toews, who would like to
study veterinary medicine
at UC Davis, is a zoology
major with a concentration
in chemistry.
It is a competitive field
he has chosen. Because of
the limited number of
veterinary programs in the
nation, the competition for
admission is sterner than
that for acceptance to
medical school.
"There are only 24
schools in the United States
with a program in
veterinary medicine,"
Toews said, "and the only
one in California is UC
Davis."
According to Toews, the
competition becomes particularly acute because, by
convention, most
veterinary schools do not
admit applicants from out
of state.
"There are only 94 seats
available in the incoming

Kida, Mcdowell impressive

Alumni experience edges wrestlers
By Ron L. Coverson
The contrasting performances of the physically fit two time NCAA
champion Danny Kida and
the out of shape desperation of 1973 World Cup
Champion Joe Tice highlighted the 1976 Varsity/Alumni wrestling
meet Friday evening.
The Alumni prevailed
28-17.
The fifth annual event
was highlighted by the excellent wrestling techniques of some former
NCAA and PCAA Champions with the added flavor
of a grudge match which
included some humorous

overtones.
"On the whole, I think it
was very good experience
for our team, and considering the fact that it was
our first dual meet competition of the year, I think
the guys looked pretty
good," said head coach
Terry Kerr following the
meet.
"Most of our younger
guys haven’t had that
much mat experience on
this level and it showed a
little tonight," he added.
However, an advantage
of experience wasn’t all the
Alumni needed to overpower the varsity, as two
minutes were taken off of

the scheduled five minute
period time in order to
allow for the somewhat out
of shape Alumni.
"They did cut down a
few minutes for us, but I
don’t think this team was in
any worse shape than the
Alumni teams of the past,"
winning coach Hugh
Mumby said.
"Generally I feel that
the varsity is a young team
that has a lot of potential
and with the right meet
experience they will
receive in the coming
months, they’re going to be
in good contention for the
nationals again," he added.
The Varsity began the
meet on a bad note, when

Alumni team captain Kida
outpointed senior Rudy
Guevara, 9-5, in the opening match of the 126 lb.
class.
However, the varsity
rebounded in the next
match with a sterling performance by Mike Applegate who used his quickness to defeat the alumn’s
Oscar Trevino 11-5.
After Steve Dick wore
down SJSU’s freshman Jeff
Fleury 9-2, and Greg Hill
pinned the varsity’s Bart
Botello when the latter
sagged back allowing Hill
to roll over him, what was
one of the batter matches
of the evening was to
follow.

Former NAIA Champion Bob McDowell, after
building up a 4-1 lead over
James Lucas of the Alumni
going into the second
period, utilized a
devastating front headlock
hold and added an inside
trip to pin Lucas with 1:02
remaining.
In what turned out to be
the meet’s grudge match,
heavyweight Donnell Jackson used every trick in the
book, including un-tieing
his shoe in an attempt to
gain time to rest, to edge
the varsity’s Brien Allen, 54.
Allen had thrown Jackson in competition a year
ago.

between pro football and
veterinary school, there
would be no choice," Toews
said. "I’d go to vet school.
"This is something I’ve
been working toward since
high school," he said. "God
has given me certain
talents and I think I can
serve Him better as a
veterinarian than in pro
football."
Despite the amount of
time which football and his
studies require, neither is
the dominant force in
Toews’
That position belongs to
Jesus Christ.
Toews, who has conducted team prayers before and after each game
the last two years, describes his religious beliefs
as a "personal relationship
with Jesus Christ," and
believes that popular concepts of religion as being a
code of behavior are wrong
and self-defeating.
"The word ’religion’
gives a certain impression
to many people which
doesn’t convey mine,"
Toews said. "People think
it’s a code of moral conduct
or something you do on
Sunday, but that’s not how
I view my relationship with
Christ.
"God doesn’t judge us
on how well we live our
lives, but on how we accept
Jesus Christ as our
saviour. A lot of people who
live ’moral’ lives will not
spend an eternity with God
in Heaven; a lot like mywho have not lived
self
perfect, ’moral’ lives will,
because they accept Jesus
into their lives."
Toews is described by
many of the team’s
coaches and players as a
team leader who leads by
example rather than by
hollering.
"Tim doesn’t do it by
being vocal," nose guard
Dan Durbin said. "He’s a

Steve Castillo

Quarterback Steve De Berg ( I 1, pulls away from center as
Academic All-American Tim Toews opens hole.
leader with his actions.
There isn’t a guy on this
team who doesn’t respect
him."
Head coach Lynn Stiles,
who believes that player
leadership on a team is as
important to a team’s
success as good coaching,
said that Toews epitomizes
what the coaching staff at
SJSU would like every
student-athlete to strive
for.
"I can’t say enough on
Tim’s behalf," Stiles said.
"He is one athlete who
strives for excellence both
on the field and off."
Stiles said that Toews is
a "quality individual, a
man of character," who is
always trying to improve
himself in every area of his
life.
"To give you an ex-

ample, I understand he got
a B in a class last year
I
think it was a chemistry
class," Stiles said.
"A lot of students would {
have been satisfied with a ;
B, but Tim took it again to
try to improve "
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Sophomore Mike Snipes (top), has a firm hold on freshman Steve Mills
during practice competition last week. However, Snipes wasn’t as sue,

David Pacheco
cessful last week as he and the SJSU varsity wrestlers both went down to
defeat in the annual Alumni meet held Friday.

Koivisto expects close meet
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Swimmers face Hayward today
By Larry Goldstein
Look for a very close
contest when the SJSU
women’s swimming team
hosts the Pioneers of Cal
State Hayward today at
3:30 p.m. in the SJSU
women’s pool.
"They should provide us
with our level of competition. I’m looting forward to a real good meet,"
coach Jane Koivisto said.
Saturday the Spartans
hosted Cal State University
Fresno and the University
of Nevada -Reno in a double
dual meet and came away
with a split.
Fresno, which was
paced by Lynn Sager and
Cheryl Belikow, beat the
SJSU swim team 94-50. The
Bulldogs also handled
{ -Nevada-Reno, walloping
them by a score of 111-33.
Bryans qualifies
S,ISU thrashed Nevada.
Reno. 112-32. Bebe Bryans,
who has already qualified
for nationals VI ith a 29,03 in

the 50-yard backstroke,
barely missed qualifying in
another event.
Bryans powered her
way to a 1:03.9 in the 100yard individual medley.
This time is only six-tenths
of a second off the national
qualifying time.
Mary Vincent also came
close to a national time as
she was clocked at 28.1 in
the 50-yard butterfly. The
national qualifying time is
27.6.
But it was Sager and
Belikow who stole the show
as Sager won two events
and Belikow won three.
Sager finished first in
both the 200 and 500-yard
freestyle with times of
2:03.9 and 5:26.8 respectively.
Belikow tripled,
finishing first in the 50, 100yard breaststroke and the
200 -yard individual
medley. Her times were
32.8, 1:12.0 and 2:21.0 respectively.
"Fresno has a really
talented group of women,"

Koivisto said. "I expect to
see about six of their gals
at nationals. They have an
outstanding program."
Koivisto impressed
Although the Spartans
were outclassed by the
powerful Bulldogs,
Koivisto was not disappointed with her team’s
showing.
"I thought we did very
good,." she said. "I’m
happy with the improvement of the team
since the beginning of the
year, but I know we can do
better.
"I think the team is
pleased with the progress it
has made too," the coach
added.
In the diving competition the Spartan’s
Karen MacDonald finished
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so she could help the
team," Koivisto said. "I
am real proud other."
-459.
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second as she was outpointed by Fresno’s Ann
Yanes 181.6 to 177.5
But the real story in
diving was SJSU’s Sharon
Wingate. Wingate took fifth
racking up 135.6 points
even though she was
battling the flu.
"Sharon had been sick
all week but got out of bed
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Playoff-destined soccer team climbs charts
By Jamie Rost
The SJSU soccer team,
on its way to another NCAA
playoff berth, regained the
post position in the Far
West while surging into the
top ten on the Intercollegiate Soccer Association
of America’s top 20 (ISAA
20) yesterday.
The 10-2-0 booters, 12th
on the ISAA 20 a week ago,
moved into the seventh
spot with their 3-0 win over
Stanford last Friday.
Clemson held on to first
place on the ISAA 20 while

No. 2 and No. 3 teams
clash. The winner of each
game will battle in the
quarterfinals with the
victor going on to the semifinals in Philadelphia.
The farthest an SJSU
soccer team has advanced
in post season competition
was in 1968 when it reached
the semi-finals at Georgia
Tech.
Confidence high
The Spartans, who had
gone 13-2-0 that year, lost a
4-3 overtime squeaker to
the University of Maryland. Maryland was declared co-champion that
year after battling Michigan State to a tie in the
NCAA finals.
In the following year the
Spartans advanced to the
quarter-finals but were
beaten 3-2 by the University of San Francisco. USF
went on to a 4-0 loss to the
University of St. Louis in
the finals.
In 1970 and ’71 the

nation, moved into the No.
2 spot in the Far West with
the win over the Pioneers.
The Spartans edged USF 10 in a double-overtime
thriller in Kezar Stadium
Oct. 2.
Easy Perez, the nation’s
leading scorer with 21
goals, scored five minutes
into the second overtime
period to lead the booters to
a crucial win over the
Dons.
The Spartans, having
accomplished nine NCAA
playoff berths in the past 12

ISAA 20
Rank Tfois41.
1
Clemson
Indiana
2
Hartwick
4
Connecticut
5
S.I.U.E.
Temple
6
7
SJSU
8
Quincy
9
Philadelphia Textile
10
Davis Ft Elkins
11
Brown
12
Adelphi
13
St. Louis
1
4
14
Baltimore-Loyola
15
Penn State
16
USF
17
Colorado
18
Howard
19
St. Francis
20
Hayward

Record
12-0-0
1341

Points
359

1041

330
311
266
236
234
211
196
186
182
178
141

13-0-2
11-2-0
9-0-0
10-24
12-2-0
9-2-0
11-1-0
8-2-1
9-2-2
11-3-1

330

13-1-0
10-2-0
12-2-2
14-2-0
6-3-1
8-2-1
8-1-1

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

130
115
104
102

46
34
31

Indicates tie

10

Indiana moved into a tie for
second with undefeated
Ha rtwick.
A 3-2 overtime loss to
UC Santa Barbara, two
weeks ago, had knocked
the Spartans from their
post position in the Far
West to second, while
Hayward State, at the time
undefeated, scooted to the
top.
But the Pioneers, falling
2-0 at the feet of defending
NCAA champion University of San Francisco last
Tuesday, dropped to the
fourth spot in the Far West
enabling the Spartans to
recapture the post.
Crucial win
USF, ranked 16th in the

years, are only three
games away from the playoffs this season.
The booters, undefeated
in West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
(WCISC) play, have only
two conference opponents
left to face this season, UC
Berkeley, Nov. 6 and Santa
Clara University, Nov. 13.
Head Spartan mentor
Julie Menendez feels
confident that the booters
will be assured a playoff
birth because the top four
teams in the West constitute the opening round
regionals.
The No. 1 team in the
West will face the No. 4
team in the West while the

The ’PERFECT’
GREETING CARD
. . . ONE MADE BY YOU!
BLANK CARD STOCK
MATCHING ENVELOPES
ASSORTED COLORS 9¢ each

III dill an
PAINT

1

ti

WALLPAPER

CO

R7 Valley Fair CIF San Jose 249.8700
165 Sari Antonio Rd Mt view 941 3600

Record
1222
14-2-0
8-11
1121
1120
5-13
9-3-0
10-5-1
9-6-0

PCAA names

Roberson again

Will Blackford
SJSU forward Joe Silveira goes up to intercept a pass over Stanford defender Bill

Hoffenberg. The booters, ranked first in
the West, beat the Cards 1-0 last Friday.

Tenace won’t play baseball for Finley
catches that thrilled the
usually sparse Oakland
gatherings.
"There’s a lot of
memories on that wall,"
Tenace reflected, knowing
his days in Charlie Finley’s
green and gold are over.
Seeking contract
The next house Tenace
lives in, whether it be
Detroit, St. Louis or Fairbanks, Alaska, may be
lined with dollar bills instead of photographs.
He is reportedly seeking
a three-year contract calling for over $100,000 per
year.
"I’ll go with the team
that offers the most
money," he said emphatically. "The city or league
doesn’t matter," he added.
"At this point, I have to
think of my family."
One could get the impression Tenace would sign
with Mars if it had a baseball team willing to pay.
The 30-year-old Ohioan
said he loves the area, but
wouldn’t give an edge to
the San Francisco Giants in
the bidding war.
"They’ll have the same
opportunity as the other
teams," Tenace noted.
The father of three girls
did believe the Giants are
in the market for an experienced catcher.
Giants trade
"They traded (Dave)
Rader, so you know they
have something up their
sleeve," Tenace said of the
cross-bay club.
Tenace, wearing a grey
"Cincinnati Bengals" Tshirt and tossing a football,
pities Oakland’s leftovers

Far West
Team
SJSU
USE
Colorado
Hayward
Seattle-Pacific
Chico State
University of Wash.
San Diego State
UCLA
Westmont

hIsc.

Indicates tie.

Free agent draft starts tomorrow

By Rich Freedman
Quicker than a microwave oven can melt ice
cream, the Oakland A’s
will be reduced to mere
remnants of past championships when the free
agent draft takes place in
New York Thursday.
Departing - most likely will be Gene Tenace, Rollie
Fingers, Sal Bando, Joe
Rudi and Campy Campaneris from the glory
years of 1972, 1973 and 1974
along with newcomer Don
Baylor.
One (former?) A’s
member who most
definitely will pack his
bags is first basemancatcher Tenace.
Tenace, sporting a
neatly trimmed Bruce
Jenner (nee Prince
Valiant) hair-do and a red
lumberjack beard, talked
about the draft in his
suburban home in San
Ramon.
Tenace leaving
"There’s no chance I’ll
be back," said the ’72
World Series hero.
Reiterating, he said, "Well,
let’s say there’s a 99 per
cent chance I won’t
return."
Tenace placed his solid
6-foot, 190-pound frame on
the couch in the wellstocked trophy room.
To the left of Gino, a
wall decorated with photos
of past baseball exploits.
Most outstanding moments
were there: Catching Vida
Blue’s ’71 no-hitter; the
four Series homers that bewildered the Cincinnati
Reds; and numerous
diving, sliding and falling

Spartans again advanced
to post season competition
but were beaten consecutively in the regionals.
In 1972, after recording
a 15-1-2 season chart, the
booters advanced to their
sixth consecutive playoff
berth but were again
defeated in the quarterfinals.
In the final leg of the
season confidence seems to
be the key and SJSU forward Easy Perez and
goalie Sean Keohane feel
confident that the well
balanced Spartans will
reach the playoffs.
A well balanced offensive attack, outscoring
opponents 54-11, along with
a balanced defense,
shutting out competitors
five times in 11 games,
should aid the Spartans in
their trek to the playoff
jungle.
The only obstacles
remaining are Bears and
Broncos.

"The expansion teamsSeattle and Toronto-will be
better than the A’s," forecasted the former tailback
for Valley High in Lucasville, Ohio.
Tenace added, "Most of
the players, except guys
like Phil Garner, will just
go through the motions. I
really feel sorry for them."
Amused by Finely’s
predicament, Tenace
noted, "At least those in the
farm system will get a good
opportunity to play."
Tenace, who figured he
has eight years left in the
game as a regular, said
there are no group deals
involving the A’s
celebrated six.
"Although it would be
nice if two or three of us
landed on the same team,
the bidding is strictly an
individual thing."
The slugger insisted
he’s been underpaid ever
since he signed his first
contract with the A’s, and
that his statistics over the
past four years warrant a
substantial raise.
Beginning in 1973,
Tenace’s home run output
has been 24, 26, 29 and 22. A
home run title might’ve
been in the offering this
season if he hadn’t suffered
leg injury 10 games into the
season that cost him nearly
two months of playing
time.

"I’m the only catcher in
the league that has hit
more than 20 homers the
last four years," boasted
the man who has also been
in the top 10 in on-baseaverage in that duration.
Tenace said he’s better
all-around at first base, but
claimed, "I’m as good
defensively as (New York
Yankee) Thurman Munson."
Tenace said he is capable of hitting 35 home runs
a season but "can’t hit ’em
500 feet like Reggie
Jackson."
Finely’s problem
The San Ramon resident doesn’t believe Finley
will attempt to sign any of
baseball’s other free
agents.
"No one will want to
come here after they’ve
seen what Finley’s done
with us," he said.
Tenace recognized
Finley’s actions the entire
season as being annoying,
but said the releasing of
contract discussions was
all he could take.
"Finley gave us his
word. Now you know what
his word is worth," Tenace
said, "What I make should
be confidential. What he
(Finley) did made me very
upset.
He added, "I want to go
to a club that treats me like
a human being."

What happens in
Finley’s law suit against
baseball commissioner
Bowie Kuhn is of little
concern to Tenace.
"I could care less what
happens now," he said.
"What good will the money
do? All the players will be
gone by then."
And, probably, so will
the fans.

SJSU linebacker
Rayford Roberson was
named the PCAA’s coplayer of the week on
Monday along with Kise
Fiatoa of Cal State University Long Beach.
This was the second
time in the past three
weeks that Roberson has
been accorded this honor.
Roberson was the PCAA
selection for his play in the
SJSU-Long Beach game on
Oct. 16.
Against the University
of Santa Clara on Saturday
Roberson was nothing
short of sensational.
He was in on three
primary tackles and one
assisted tackle. But it was
Roberson’s ability to make
the big play that earned
him the PCAA award.
Early in the first quarter
Roberson flew in through
the left side of the Santa
Clara defense and blocked
a Bronco punt.
He also recovered a
fumble, forced a fumble

and intercepted a pass.
The 20-year-old sophmore, who did not start the
first game of the season
against Utah State University, has a good chance to
make all-PCAA honors,
according to head coach
Lynn Stiles.
Meanwhile Fiatoa was
in on 13 tackles, recovered
a fumble and forced a
fumble as the 49er’s
defeated Witchita State
University 24-14 Saturday.
Mark Bailey , also from
Long Beach was named the
PCAA’s offensive player of
the week for his performance against the
Shockers.
Bailey rambled for 98
yards on 15 carries and
scored a touchdown.
CIRCUS ADULT BOOKS
We have films, photo sets,
greeting cards, books, novelty items and more.
998-9470
167 E. Santa Clara S.J.
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Bomb threats climb; motives unknown
By Kevin Dwyer
"There’s a bomb in the
Business Building ready to
go off at 9:30 a.m.," said a
shaky female voice over
the phone. The woman
hung up without allowing
the police dispatcher to respond.
This quick dribble of
conversation is usually all
the University Police have
to go on when dealing with
a bomb threat. From here
they must quickly evacuate
a building and search it for
a bomb that could be
hidden almost anywhere.
Fortunately for the
police there’s never heen a
bomb to find. However,
neither has anyone been arrested for making such a
threat since 1968, when
bomb threat records were
first kept.
Exams missed
Since 1968, 173 threats
have been reported to the
University Police, 74 of
which have occurred since
January 1976.
Police can only
speculate on the reasons
behind the sudden upsurge
in bomb threats.
University Police Chief
Ernest Quinton thinks one
fourth of the calls are made
by "students who want to
miss examinations."
He attributes the re
maining three-fourths to
"malcontents who want to
give the university
trouble."

Quinton described these same persons.
"We’ve been able to
"malcontents" as "radical
students that are dis- identify seven different
enchanged with the system MO’s ( method of operand resort to a bomb aiton) for about 30 of the
threats last spring. But still
threat."
Quinton said that not all many of the other threats
the bomb threats are made were called in by one-time
by students. Some are callers," he said.
James added that no
made by people living off
campus who are in some group or organization has
way affiliated with SJSU, ever claimed responsibility
for a threat.
he said.
He said there has been
Causes lacking
He said most of these "no determinate pattern
people "lack causes like that would lead to any good
Vietnam and the draft. investigation" of the calls
They are still unhappy that have been traced.
people, and in some cases James did not have statistics on the number of calls
are sick people.
"Sometimes this is the that have been traced.
only way to get somebody
Looking risky
to listen to them," he said.
James said there was no
Dr. Bruce Ogilive, an specific time of the year or
SJSU psychology professor day of the week when bomb
and expert on police stress, threats occur.
said bomb threat suspects
"No bomb threats have
seem to be psychotic in ever been called in weeknature.
ends," he said.
"It seems it would take
James and Quinton
a tremendous amount of agree that looking for a
hostility and hate to do bomb can be a risky busisuch a thing. It’s almost a ness.
paranoid reaction," he
"If someone calls in a
said.
threat and says there’s a
Ogilive was quick to bomb in the Business
point out that research into Building and then hangs
bomb threat suspects is up, we’re stuck," Quinton
limited.
said.
Threats similar
"First of all there’s no
Larry James, admini- time element. We don’t
strative officer for the know if there’s a 12 hour
University Police said a timer on the bomb or
good portion of the 70 re- what."
ported bomb threats last
"At this point we dissemester were made by the patch our officers to the

Fresh donuts and
pastries may be available
to students next semester if
a proposal for a campus
bakery is approved by the
Spartan Shops Board of
Governors.
According to General
Manager Harry Wineroth,
a proposal and maybe even
a sample of the product will
be presented to the board
at today’s meeting.
Wineroth said a site for
the bakery has already
been picked and only a
minimum amount of work
will be necessary to make
it available.
The northeast corner of
the building which houses
the Spartan Pub already
has plumbing, electrical
work and a vent system
needed for the proposed facility.
The cafeteria currently
makes their own cake donuts but buys raised donuts
from Stempels, a local
doughnut shop.
The cafeteria presently
sells 75 dozen cake and 25
dozen raised donuts ,a day.
Bomb threats are on the rise, with more than 173 cornmitted since the beginning of the year. Above, students
scene," Quinton said.
"Then we notify the department chairman and
contact the building
security coordinator.
Building evacuated
"Our officers then
evacuate the building and
search it from the ground

up," he said.
Quinton said University
Police have been specially
trained by the U.S. Army
Bomb Team on what to
look for when searching for
a bomb.
He said a bomb can look
like anything.

wait word that all is clear in the business classrooms and
tower, following another false alarm.
the great number of false
"A bomb could be
alarms.
triggered by the doorknob
"This many false
of a door. It makes you
alarms is bad for us. No
very concerned. Heck, an
matter how many we’ve inenvelope could be a bomb,"
vestigated the next one
he said.
could be the one," he
Tracing used
said.
Quinton said he was
"We have to consider
further concerned about
this every time there’s a
bomb threat. Otherwise
we’ll get careless,"
Quinton added.

Outsiders commit most crimes
By Mike Peasland
The many halfway
houses around the SJSU
campus are not the cause
of crime that many students believe they are.
According to Larry
James, chief administrative officer for the
University Police, halfway
house residents usually are
the victims of crime, not
the cause.
Although residents of
the halfway houses often
are found wandering
around the campus and
must be taken home by
University Police, they seldom are involved in

campus criminal activity,
James said.
"At this point they don’t
present a problem to us,"
he said.
Most of those persons
arrested by University
Police come from outside
the campus area, James
explained.
Of the 200 arrests in
1975, 90 per cent of the persons had no affiliation with
the university: "they are
non -student, non-faculty,
non-staff," he said.
"They come on campus
to rip us off, and look for
trouble," he added.
James said there is no

way to stop them from
coming on campus. With
the large number of people
on campus it is easy for
someone to blend in with
the crowd, he said.
"People tend to think it
(the university) is an easy
ripoff," James said.
One of the problems in
dealing with campus crime
is the university does not
have enough police officers
to provide adequate protection, James said.
The university, he said,
needs seven more officers
to meet minimum requirements. The university
currently has 11 officers,

with two new officers scheduled to join the department in December
after completing training.
Felonies down
Although James
believes the University
Police are understaffed,
the campus crime rate for
the first six months of this
year has gone down.
Felony crimes through
June were down two per
cent as compared with the
first six months of 1975,
while misdemeanor crimes
were down 12 per cent for
the same period.
The number of felonies
had been going up until 1975

Faculty has mixed reactions
on ’sexist language pamphlet
Continued from page 3
"Geology has not had
too many women until the
last ten years," said Dr.
Calvin Stevens, professor
of Geology. "Until recently, not only was the
woman’s place in the
home, but it certainly
wasn’t in the field."
Breeden said although
the number of women in
business is increasing, the
field still predominately
contains men in classes
and decision-making positions.
Attitudes instilled
Breeden attributed the
lack of women to attitudes
which are instilled before
students enter college.
"It’s a question of being

turned off before they get
here, rather than once they
get here," Breeden said.
"By the time a child is
five, he or she is using male
or female language, said
Dr. Marylou Lewandowski,
assistant professor of
English.
"I’m concerned about
what happens in elementary school, where
vocational aspirations are
assigned to males and females," said Dr. Carr.
"Attitudes aren’t going
to be swayed tremendously
by language in college,"
said Lamendella. But he
added, as did other faculty
members, that these attitudes are reinforced in

college.
But, as Dr. Donald
Keesey, associate professor of English pointed out,
the language is not as important as the attitudes
themselves.
Language unimportant
"I’m not entirely convinced that the language is
a vehicle for causing certain attitudes," Keesey
said. "People are looking
for problems where they
don’t exist."
"There is some merit to
the argument that attitudes
are formed by language,
but the people who complain are concerned about
the cover and not the
book," said an English pro-

Panamanian exile to speak
Dr. Miguel Antonio
Bernal, Panamanian exile
and outspoken opponent of
United State control of the
Panama Canal, will be
speaking in the S.U.
Almaden Room at 12:30
p.m. today.
His talk, "Repression in
Panama
Behind’ the
Canal Zone Debate," will
be sponsored by the United
States Committee for
Justice to Latin American
Political Prisoners
(USLA
Bernal studied law in
Bordeaux, France and was

****

**

**** *

a professor in the Law Department at the University
of Panama. He taught
courses in international
law, including international treaties, as well as
in political science. He also
worked as an editor for the
Dialogo Social, the only
magazine published in
Panama.
Getting off a plane at
the Panama Airport February 18, from a return trip
from Europe, Bernal was
arrested by the State Security Police. He was not
told by authorities why he
*

*

** *

*

* *

* *

*
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was arrested, and the next
day he was exiled to
Guayaquil, Ecuador.
Bernal, who describes
himself as a revolutionary
socialist, has called for the
return of the Panama
Canal to Panama and for
the removal of all military
bases the U.S. government
maintains in his country.

fessor who wished to remain anonymous.
"I wonder if it isn’t just
a faddish thing," said
Biseglia. "Any serious
feminist or scholar isn’t
worried about it."
But Rinn said the emphasis on nonsexist
language is "very
healthy."
A serious problem
"I don’t consider it a
foolish or silly enterprise,"
she said. "It’s a cheap shot
to make fun of efforts to
change the language, because it’s a serious
problem."
Editors of dictionaries
say language is constantly
changing, but changes
come slowly and usually
with much opposition. The
change begins in common
usage, and the written language eventually reflects
these changes.
"Grammarians have
been trying to correct
people’s English usage for
thousands of years, with
little success," said
linguistics professor Lamendella.
"Rarely has anyone
been successful in a conscious attempt to change
any language," Lamendella said.

IFORNAWE

Nen

Complete VW Repair

Bakerypossible

New Et Used Parts

TUNE UP SPECIAL:
All Bugs thru 1973 and all buses thru 1971.
Most Things, Ghias, & Fastbacks tool

$2750

when they leveled off,
James said.
He said he could not
even speculate on the reason for the decrease in
crime this year.
According to James,
people on campus during
the day are more likely to
become victims of crime
than those on campus in the
evening.
Crime decrease
The number of crimes
begins to decrease in the
evening, he said, and then
drops off after midnight.

IBM COPIES
OM loOse Ong4n.is

IL
Kopi
.322 E SANTA CLARA
SAN JOSE, CA.

294-0600

CHARLIE’S
Donut El Bakery Shop

thefts are the most frequent crimes during the
daytime, James explained.
The most common type of
daytime crime is the theft
of wallets, purses, coats
and other small items, he
said.

Bread, Pies and Pastries
Always Fresh
Special Rates to School Clubs
2298 S. Bascom Ave./Campbell
Open 5 a.m.-12 p m.
C Mignano Manager 371 5151

Asking questions about your
future is investing time.
Not asking those questions
is wasting time.

Although persons on
campus in the evening are
less likely to be the victims
of rime, the crimes committed usually are more
violent.
There are more assaulttype crimes than during
the daytime, James said.
The number of burglaries
also increases after dark,
he said.
Petty thefts and grand

Why not see what Army
ROTC has to offer you?
Contact:
Bill Walden
Rm. 311 McQuarrie Hall
(408) 277-2985

THE BEST OF THE BURGUNDIES
talk, fe/:
,
tc4a.
.V.a0V,Pitt
’

.A1.1
111.11:1’1’ la I IFsIt

Hugh Johnson, writing for Gourmet Magazine:
"...Hearty Burgundy v’as the opening revelation of my California journey."

E. Frank Ilenriques,
The Signet Encyclopedia of Wine:
"Expert and novice alike have sung the praises
of this good red wine..."

Includes:
Timing, Valve Adj., check
Dwelt, new Bosch
Plugs, Points&
Pennzoil

Robert Lawrence Balzer, Holiday Magazine:
"Gallo Hearty Burgundy.The greatest
value in red wine in America..."
Rebuilt engines, heeds,
and cranks exchange.
Also flyrtMing Es line boring.

We’ve moved to 147 Bernard (off S. 1st), SJ
rear Nudn Furniture
Call for appointment
Ten Minutes from SJSU
293-4619

Judge it yourself. Ernest & Julio Galltis California Hearty Burgundy.
Richer, more robust ...the Kest of the Burgundies.

Gallo Hearty Burgundy
M.drto. (
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Campus bicycle thefts continue to decrease
campus. Last year 616,674
By Tony Amason
worth of bicycle equipment
Campus bicycle thefts
was lost or stolen from the
are declining and meacampus, James said.
sures can be taken which
will lower even more the
Because of the lower
odds of cyclists losing their
theft rate the campus
wheels, according to local
police have not had officers
law enforcement officers.
staking out bike racks for
the last two years.
Campus bike thefts in
September were down to
"We do have officers ocsix, although more than 20
casionally looking at a rack
were expected, reported
for an hour or so, but it’s
not a regular stakeout,"
Larry James, adminiJames said.
strative officer for the
In a stakeout, two conUniversity Police.
On campus 154 bikes
cealed officers with a
camera wait for a thief to
were stolen last year as
compared with 219 stolen in
steal an expensive police1974, he added.
owned bike.
Even with the lower
Stakeouts used
number of bikes stolen, the
Stakeouts are 9erthefts still account for
formed regularly in the
more than 15 per cent of the
city, according to Dennis
financial losses due to
Duey, one of three San Jose
criminal activity on
Police bicycle detail of.5
F .tivf
tymesikr
if-eTiLkit ’
.
2.4’ PI1

A thief can cut through
most cables and chains and
be cycling away in less
than one minute, he said.
A cable or chain is most
efficient when threaded
through the frame, wheels
and a stationary object,
James added.
The blue bike racks
north of the Student Union
and those near the Speech
and Drama Building, adjacent to San Fernando
Street, are the best racks to
anchor a bike to, James
said.
The blue racks lock both
wheels and frame with
steel bars. The lock is
covered by sheet metal, requiring the thief to get into
an awkward position to cut
the lock.
"I can’t recall a bike

ficer N
"Yesterday we staked
out a rack in South San
Jose for two hours and arrested suspects in three
bike theft attempts." Duey
said.
Bicyclists can reduce
the risk of losing their bikes
by using case-hardened
locks and chains, James
said.
"The bigger a hardened
chain is, the longer it takes
to cut through it and the
better chance the thief will
pass it up.
"The thief will know
which chain or cable is
easiest to cut through and
to him, a couple of seconds
can mean the difference
from getting away or being
stopped by a passerby,"
James said.

ever being taken from any
of those racks." James
said.
The campus theft
problem is small compared
to other universities because SJSU students tend
to commute by car
Size important
"Our campus is small
and it is easy to park a car
and walk from class to
class. Stanford, on the
other hand, is so huge it
pays to use a bike," James
said.
Stanford cyclists lost 831
bikes in 1974 and 507 last
year, according to Jack
Donals, statistics officer
for the Stanford Police Department.
The theft rate, nearly
four times the SJSU rate.
accounts for more than 25

announcements

j I*

Catalina Guevara
Campus police have not had to stake out bicycle racks for the

last two years.

Ripoffs steal
from students i
penalties for shoplifting.
Senate Bill 2063 is being
considered and reviewed
by the Assembly Justice
Committee.
According to San Jose
Chamber of Commerce
vice president of legislation, Dison Howell, the
bill would provide a
mandatory fine of not less
than 850 nor more than 8500
for people found guilty of
shoplifting.
Also, should the guilty
party be a minor, the
parents or legal guardians
would be held liable for the
value of the merchandise,
the fine and costs of
prosecution

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

f7(-)?
CPA
REVIEW
C111,51, . fo.11.11/1r

00 SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS RE Per SENT

1/3 or USA
a:

r PARTS FOR ALL
IMPORTED CARS
Free T -Shirt with

Student Discount

OPEN SAT. Et- SUN.

B.A.P. Foreign Auto Parts

w.

San Carlos

298-3196

PEG/AL FACTORY PURCHASE)

C-120 CASSETTE

TAPE
SALE!

4 FULL HOURS
OF RECORDING
(2 C-120 Topes)

FOR ONLY

48

SAVE OVER
60%

PLUS FREE BONUS STAK-PAK!
Now tsP4 coneSete lecture. or ,011, tavonte albums on one sule ot one caSeettei
lvrsa toter/v/00v capitol C 120’s stop tape fomblIn9. give envil sound and save vou
...q mono,
no Ontv RectoOepo otters yet. len Tem AND owes you a FREE MP*
’...velea Mee Pet, ,sTb. e.g..’
So DomPare tor uaosed cher I ton cher, nelow and
ue whet you save at Repo Dee

STORE

REPO DEPO
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
RADIO SHACK
PACIFIC STEREO

BRAND

2 PRICE

CAPITOL

9.48

SCOTCH

760
7.18
7.50

REALISTIC
MAXEL I
_

_

YOU SAVE

1

4.12
3,70
4,02

COME IN TODAY-PRICES GOOD 1 WEEK ONLY

PARKMOOR PLAZA
HWY 280 Et MERIDIAN
SAN JOSE 294-3600
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ME=
Ally 94.SUN 12

EC:2M

tlFS04T NITE ’Pt 9

BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
- 136 So. 1st St., 294-2930.
New and used, Afro-American
Latino, Chicano, Native American, Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Et much more.
Selected posters Et records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6,
Mon. through Sat.
AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced. Small classes
individual attention. Studios:
San Jose 6 Santa Clara.
241.1303.
KUNG FU is now available at the Institute of PsychoPhysical Development la non-profit educational corporation) 325 S. First
St , 4th Floor. San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 p.m.
and SAT at 10 a.m., spectators
welcome. Full-time students 112
units or more) get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 293-6611.
Hire a
PHOTOGRAPHS
photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc.,
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others. Call
Ron 14151471-7727.

CASH for books and records
Phone 286-6275. Recycle Bookstore, 98 E. San Fernando, SJ
Selection of used books Ft
records Great!
SHREDDED FOAM Rubber, 50C
lbs. Any Quantify, 293-2954.
REFRIGERATORS $25 and up.
Phone 294-2118. Call after 12
noon.

ire
r

all kinds.
kitchen.
Swedish
Salvador,

automotive
PONTIAC VENTURA 350 ’73. Air,
AT, PS, low mi. 268-6421 aher 5
P.m.
VW Service $129) r pans, ADJ
valves, brakes, cart., timing.
Change plugs, points, oil All
work guaranteed, call Paul,
22743324
PLYMOUTH Barracuda ’66, A/T.
P’S. AC. good condition, new
tires. $750 494-7906 atter 6
A 10% DISCOUNT with this ad for
an Electronic DYNAMOMETER
tune-up at TUNE 41. the automotive tune up specialists, 1531
W. San Carlos, SJ Your cost will
be 4 cyl $33. 6 cyl $3510, 8 cyl
$36.90 most carsi Parts Et labor
included Guaranteed 6 months
Takes about 30 min Phone
286-3566 Discount good through
December 1, 1976
’73 MAZDA RX2. sports coupe,
exc. COnditiOn, clean, lust tuned
$1550. Call 268-6579
’64 FORD PICK-UP w/Shell SIX,
good price, must silt 737-21911.
’HI MG Midget $922 good carol,
new tires, 277 8887 after 5,30 ask
for Chris

.!

help wanted

Admin.

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round. Europe, S.
America, Ausrralie Asia, etc. All
fields, 5500-$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free inWrite, International Job
fo
Center, Dept. SEI. Box 4490,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
The Christian Science Organization
meets at 3:30 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel. The
SJSU campus community is
welcome.
FRIDAY FUCKS presents: ROBIN
AND MARIAN A sprawling,
medieval adventure which turns
into a memorable, sensitive, love
story, and has the strength and
sheer presences of Audrey Hepburn and Sean Cannery. Two
shows. 7 Et 10pm, Friday, Nov. 5,
Morris Dailey Auditorium, by
Alpha Phi Omega. $1.00.
GRADUATING SENIORS: Practice
your Career in the PEACE
CORPS. For more information
come by Industrial Studies Dept.
Rm. 207.
The Royal Road to
DREAMS
Consciousness, Share your ideas
Er Questions with other Dreamers
in "Dream Exploration" Wed.’s
7-9 p.m., Diablo Rm. Level 3
S.U. Sponsored by the Peer
Drop-In Center

TASTY SANDWICHES
Straight from the
Homemade, delicious,
meatballs 126 E. San
10-6.

for sale

h.

BILINGUAL/MULTICULTURAL
Program: HOW to evaluate
them? Panel Discussion with
members of San Jose Area Bilingual Consortium Et School of
Education Faculty. Public Invited
Wed, Nov 3rd 7.9 p.m. School
of Ed. Am 100.

$25.00 Purchase

entertainment

FRIDAY FLICKS presents ROBIN
AND MARIAN A sprawling,
medieval adventure which turns
into a memorable, sensitive, love
story, and has the strength and
sheer presences of Audrey Hap
burn and Sean Connery. Two
shows, 7 Er 10pm, Friday, Nov. 5,
Morris Dailey Auditorium, by
Alpha Phi Omega $1.00.

PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
Er HARMONY -- CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ - 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE, CALL 225-7013.

695

campus and it would get
expensive if he or she used
a different locker for each
class," Donals said.
James said bike lockers
or a resurrected Seventh
Street supervised parking
lot would be an answer to
the bike theft problem at
SJSU.
The 400-capacity bike
lot was operated during the
1973-74 school year
A Way to Savo Aloasy

MARSAL’S
?
if Sombre
Levi’s Bells & Cords
Backpacks Shoes
and many other goods
124 E Sods Owe
Seteresee 3ni ath

classifieds
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By Marvin Ozawa
"When individuals steal
from the Spartan Bookstore, they’re only stealing
from themselves," said
Harry Wineroth, Spartan
Bookstore manager.
"Students hurt themselves most by theft losses
because all bookstore
profits revert back to
student funds," he added.
The child care center,
athletic grants-in-aids and
Student Union programs
have been supplied funds
by the bookstore, he said.
Wineroth said shoplifting during the academic
year will amount to about
$25,000.
"We are more interested in keeping people
from stealing than catching them. The store is patrolled continuously by
plainclothes police,"
Wineroth said.
If a suspect is caught
stealing, a citation is given
and the person is sent
directly to the San Jose
Police Department.
Wineroth agreed with a
recent state measure designed to stiffen the

will steal an older bike if interested in a particular
part.
The recovery rate for
stolen bikes is 10 to 15 per
cent. Many of the recovered bikes are abused
or have been stripped of
parts, Donals said.
Though the department
doesn’t believe there is an
organized bike theft ring
operating in the Bay Area,
they have recovered bikes
as far away as Los Angeles
and Davis, Donals said.
Lockers unused
Bike lockers have been
unsuccessfully placed at
Stanford by a private contractor charging 25 cents a
day.
"But they were not used
because students have
classes all around the

per cent of Stanford’s financial loss from crime,
Donets said.
Generally, bolt cutters
are used for cutting
through the bike locks, he
said.
"Occasionally freon is
used to freeze the steel and
a hammer to shatter the
lock, but it is used infrequently," he said.
A half -inch steel cable is
recommended by Stanford
police because it takes
longer to freeze or cut
through, Donets said.
The cable and lock
should be as high off the
ground as possible. A cable
near the ground gives the
thief leverage in cutting it
with bolt cutters.
Ten speed bikes usually
are stolen, though a thief

Asift:

Typing,

Phone,

Office. Sm. Commodity Trdg Co.
Call 3216660, 5-6pm,
INTERESTING, ATTRACTIVE Et PERSONABLE
Young men Er women are
needed at the Eirevvery, a restaurant Et nightclub in San
Jose. Duties include serving
food Er alcoholic beverages.
Experience is not necessary,
but you must be over 21.
Please apply in person at the
Brewwery, 29 N. San Pedro
St., SJ.
OFFICE CLERK -WAREHOUSEMAN 4 days/week, 3-4 hrs each
day to fit school schedule. Must
type 40-50 WPM. $3.133, hr.
Steady work. 293-4930.
NEED hard working young woman
to clean condo, once a month;
$3/hr. Steve, 225-2047
WANTED: Experienced babysitter
for Tues. 6 Thurs, mornings
from 9 a.m..12 a.m., pay is excellent. Call 292-0448.
Teachers at aN levels. Foreign and
Domestic Teadiers. Box 1063
Vancouver, Wash. 98660.

hawing

h.

.21
DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
pony, volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234S. 11th St. 1 blk. from
campus. $85 and up. 998-0803,
968-7410 level. Mgrs wanted.

EXCELLENT Rooms Across Campus. men, 99 S. 9th St. Kitchen
priv. Shared $70/mo. Private
$105/mo. Phone 278-9816, if no
answer call 268-1750 Girls 278 S.
10111 St. Across Bus. Build.
Kitchen pnvil. Et parking from
475/shared rno. Et $115 private.
Call 279-9135, if no answer on the
above numbers call 268.1750.
DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
Pony, Volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234 S. 11th St. 1 blk, from
campus $90 and up, 9980803,
968-7410 level Mgrs. wanted
LARGE SPANISH 3 br home in
Willow Glen above a potential
restaurant to open SOOn. Rooms
availble $50-$100/mo, or exchange for labor Call 292.1052
THE 0000 LIFE - Spacious 5
bdrm, 4 baths, formal dining,
separate study, pool, all in walk
ing distance for you Mr. Professor C411258-4118, $97,0E0
YOU’RE LUCKY! We’ve a vacancy
for two girls. Large dbl rrn
w ’sun porch $60 net each Full
home priv. 1/2 bl to SJSU 426 S
7th 258 1276.
HOUSE FOR 3 Grads or serious
upperclassmen New decor, 3
bdrrn. den, 11/2 baths, central
heat, air, fenced front. backyd
5 mm i
drive,
Help fur nish
241-4744, before 8 a.m., after 10
pm or message. 277-2578.
meddle share 8
MALE NEEDED
rm house Rent with upkeep of
house Near 101 225-5345, 7am
or 4 30 pm
Br, Funk Apt. for Christian
woman. :125 35 So. 5th St
After 12 Manager: 247-9344
Share Furs. Apt; with mother and
daughter, own bedrms. 1/2 blk.
SJSU 293 2898-Street pkg.
Free - 1 month rent, you do painting Et clog 1 Bdrm Dplx w ’yard
walk to cam.
Et garden space
$175 rno rent 121 N. 10th
pus
1

Classified Rates
One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Fire
days

Each
add,
tional
day

$1.50
200
2S0
300

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
275
3.25
315

240
290
3 40
390

2.50
3 00
350
400

35
35
35
35

Each additional lin* add:
50
50
50

50

50

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Minimum Three L Ines One Day

Check a Classification
A oronincernen is

F,,, Sale

I Help Wanted
J i Housing
i i Lost and Found
ii

Personals

Suite, 5190.246-7819.

Lf.

personals

cam’
EXPERIENCE open
munication w your peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere. Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor, Student Union, Diablo
Room It’s a friendly place to
relax and meet people, also
workshops, groups, referrals and
information. M. thur Thurs , 10
a.m.- 7 p m.. Friday 10-3 p.m
Drop by soon.
NEED AN ENTHRALUNG Romantic Adventure with a high pitch of
excitement? Would the
presences of Audrey Hepburn or
Sean Cannery or Robert Shaw or
Richard Harris turn you on? If so.
please meet at Morris Dailey
Auditorium Friday, Nov. 5, for
the movie of ROBIN AND
MARIAN. Two shows, 7 Et
10pm, $1.00.
good cheer to CC, IF.
Much fun
KM, MC, IN En all the other great
OT Students, EAA’Et SQUEAK.
FEMALE DORM CONTRACT available immediately, 277-8381.
CASEY - A NOT SO VERY ORDINARY GIRL OR NAME. I
MISS YOU, RON.
If

services

Services
Transportation
, Travel

and SPEEDILYI, Call 244-6887,
ask for Susan
BUSINESS Opportunityl Stuff
envelopes. $50 per 100. Send
stamped addressed envelope to
A. Rodriguez, 1212 E. William
St., San Jose, Ca 96116.
WILUAM’S Beauty Shop - 4th Et
William, 288-7163 THIS MONTH
SPECIAL: Style cut, complete.
$7.50 reg. $12.63 naturals complete- $15.00 only.
r

TRANSLATIONS ENGLISH
REASONTO SPANISH MRS.
ABLE RATES
JONES, 7364981 EXT. 40.

11

ME91306

h.

SAVE THIS AD. Before you purchase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 major brands of Audio, TV,
tape, car stereo, etc. Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles. We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
public. Sounds Unique. 998,
2693. Tues. Sat. 12-6.
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy Et sell used stereo equipment. REBUY HI-FI, 5023 Stevens Creek Blvd, Santa Clara,
985-0344, T-F, 10.7, Sat. los
BIG DISCOUNTS on Stereo-high
140
Vet
end components
brands. Call Jack, 737-0828 eves
S-Th.

1’

travel

GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
you need appliances that operate
on 220 volt, 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO. 6419 Telegraph Ann, Oak Ca 94609 Tel:
415-654-4751
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
charter flights year round, ISCA
1609 Westwood Blvd No, 103,
L A Calif 90024 12131 8265669,
826-0955

’1

TYPING - IBM Selectric
253-3634
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA and Meditation Classes offered day and night. Yoga is a
mental and physical disctpline the meditation practice is simple
and direct. The price is 20 dollars
for 30 classes of 2 hours each.
Call now 292-WAVE San Jose,
TYPING.
Term Papers/resumes/theses/senior projects/letters. 754 page and up.
Office near SJU. 287-8611,
287-861219 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.) or
262,1923 tall other hours). Ask
for Kitty Carter. North Valley
Secretarial Service.

BE CREATIVE
BE MYSTERIOUS

TYPING
thesis, term papers,
etc., experienced and fast
Phone 269-8674.
AT LAST a fun way to exercise’,
Enroll now in ADULT dancing
classes. Improves Coordination,
Mental Stimulation, Great Way
to Meet People. Modern Jazz or
Tap Classes. Call Kaiser Dance
Studio, 243-4834.
MENI-WOMENI JOBS ON
SHIPS, American Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent
pay Worldwide travel. Summer
lob or career Send $3 for
information SEAFAX, Dept. 8.9,
First Er Laurel Streets, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.
New beginning class
KUNG FU
on campus starts 11/3. Price
07.50 with money back after 1st
class if not satisfied. Register at
A S. Business Office in Student
Union today to reserve a place.
max
PRE-LAW STUDENTS imize LSAT score by taking Bay
Area LSAT Review Course
taught by Stanford Lawyers with
over 5 years teaching experience
in other locattons. Starts Nov.
17 Call 415 841 6566 for infor

HE PERSONAL

Send Your Personal Message
In

Classifieds

Dail

Spartan

2 lines 1 day is 75c
2 lines 2 days is $1
Come in to JC 208 between

Mellon

9am and 3 pm

I hew you’ve fallen in love ., for
special MUSIC, chosen by you for
your wedding day, call 371 1877,
Skip Garcia, Balladeer Music for
weddings, receptions, and pri
vate parties.
SKIERS! Get your Skis tuned
up. Hot wax, $2.50. Base
edg
repair Et hot wax incl
Call Terry or
ing, $6.00
George 297-8239.
’TYPING - IBM SEL. 11, fast, au
curate, exp. in Campbell Tura
bian 267,3119 Nan.
Shaw’s Light
Bicycle Raper
weight Cycles, 131 E
near SJSU offers professional
repair, parts and accessories for
Racing, Touring and Trans
donation cycles 2955924.

non commercoal ads only

My Place, We know
TYPING
how to type that Thesis, Report,
ACCURATELY
Term Paper

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count

lot

do,r.x

30 lot tors and simces I or

name

each

linel

Phone

Address
City

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Enclosed Ise

For

SYS

Deadline, two days prior to pub.
hcation
Consecu tive publication dates only
’NO

:i

CHARTER FLIGHTS winter and
spring to London from Oakland
Seats evadable for XMAS, $359,
3 or 4 weeks Also Frankfurt from
L.A.from $399 British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave San
Jose, 95129 Phone 446 5252
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
NEW YORK .. CHICAGO
.
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
. . . YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
.. WORK ABROAD . . STU
EURAIL
DENT I.D. CARDS .
6 BRITRAIL PASSES .. .
INTER -EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD ...
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER (BARRACK
08, BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED. Et THURS 1 p.m..4
pm
OR CALL ANYTIME
259-8356. The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club

STUDENT Dental Plan - Enroll
"now". Applications and information at Associated Students office or call 371-8811.._.

PI

Semester rate I all issues) 525 00

, Automotive
, Enter tainment

St 293-7987 Pleasant, student
landperson.
Mar F to share house& Ig studio in
Saratoga. $128 .IS util. Tom or
Bob at 379-2290, 7 p.m.
2 Law Students need quiet, responsible person to share Ig, beautiful
3 bet apt. in S. Clara. Master

refunds

on

cancelled

ads
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"You et it better at The Wherehouse"
OUR ENTIR
STOCK OF
COLUMBIA
RECORDS
TAPES
EAND
NOW ON
SALE!!!

1111

RECO

Burton

CHICAGO X
including:
City
Day In NewYork
Another Rainy
Twice
Now , Once Or
You Leave Me
Mind Skin Tight
You Are On My

BOSTON

.

ERVIN,WINDorIPE

including
Mind
Feeling Peace Of
More Than A
Rock 8 Roll Band
Foreplay Long Time
Smokin Hitch A Ride

in,luding
Lady -Oh
What I Mean
It You Know
Stargazer
Feel
Don t Think
AWounded Heart
Home Is

including,
Shelter From
The Storm
Lay, Lady, Lay
Maggie’s Farm
You’re A Big
Girl Now

including.
Getaway /Saturday
Nite’Ort
Imagination Burnori Your Far
Bush

MFRS. SUG. LIST PRICE 6.98
OUR REG. TICKET PRICE 4.96

NEIL DIAMOND

lio1)1)-11an
I lard Ram

Cummings
,nciud.ng

I m Scared
You Ain’t Seen Stand Tall NO( Hokey
Nothin Yet/Is It
Really II,iiit

SAVE TODAY
WITH COLUMBIA !!!

81

MFRS. SUG.
LIST PRICE
7.98
OUR REG.
TICKET PRICE
5.97

ARTISTS AS.
CHOOSE FROM SUCH GREAT
LABELS:
GARFUN
CHICAGO BOB DYLAN SIMON &
COLUMBIA
EARTH,
O’JAYS
.THE
DAVIS
KEL .TYRONE
DIAMOND
EPIC
NEIL
WIND & FIRE AEROSMITH
PHILADELPHIA
AND
SWEAT & TEARS SANTANA
BLOOD,
INTERNATIONAL
MANY, MANY OTHERS!!!
PORTRAIT
NOVEMBER 10
SALE PO SITIVELY ENDS INEDNESDAY
AND MORE

The
MESSAGE IN THE

MUSIC

Including
Darien Darlin Baby
(Sweet, Tender Love)
Desire Me Make A
Joyful Noise
I Swear. I Love No
One But You
Message In
Music

OF THE WHEREHOUSE?
MEMBER
or Tape
ARE YOU A CARD-CARRYING
buck off any LP$4.00
or
of
You can save another
e HEREHOINE
Idiot Wind

SAVE EVERY DAY
DISCOUNT CARD!!!WITH YOUR FREE
SAVE EVERY DAY
DISCOUNT CARD!!!
WITH YOUR FREE
SAVE EVERY DAY
DISCOUNT CARD!!!
WITH YOUR FREE

ticket price
every
with an already low
every day duringsavings
good
is
card
the
more. This
of
think
open. Just
hour that we’re Tapes you want for your very
and
to our
LP’s
on the
offer applies only
LP or
any
to
own. This discount
applied
not be
may
and
price
ticket
than ticket price.
Tape on sale at less

WITH YOUR FREE
SAVE EVERY DAY
DISCOUNT CARD!!!
WITH YOUR FREE
SAVE EVERY DAY
DISCOUNT CARD!!!
WITH YOUR FREE
SAVE EVERY DAY
DISCOUNT CARD!!!

EHOUSE1 I
1NHER
NEAREST
TO YOUR DATE
APPLICATION
OR MAIL
THIS
TAKE
TO:
THE

NAME
SCHOOL
ADDRESS
YOUR CALIFORNIA
CITY

ZIP

STATE

WHEREHOUSE
14100S.
KINGSLEY
GARDENA,
Or
CA. 90249
ATTN:
COLLEGE
SALES

SIGNATURE

processing.
expires
Allow six weeks for
This "ad only offer"
above.
conditions
clearly.
to the
year!!!
Please print all information ad for $1.00 off any LP or Tape subject prices every hour, every day, all
this
discount
use
at
bonus,
tapes
As an entra
records and
EVERYWHERE!!!
ANYONE MAY APPLY!!! 1976. Carry your card and carry away
WHEREHOUSE!!!
The
November 15,
At
WHERE?

PHONE

WilE
records
Stores Everywhere
... Including:

Tall?

ae
b 1;1071 P
IIRE111 /101
CORP
OrtERTAINtONT
tNTEORITY
eteasion

tapes

records

San Jose ... 1029 Blossom Hill
San Jose ... 1971 Tully Rd.
San Jose ... 395 S. Winchester

